
1001 Apricot tree (Prunus Armeniaca)

1002 James Grieve apple tree (Malus Domestica)

1003 Czar plum tree

1004 Turkish delight fuchsia bush

1005 Turkish delight fuchsia bush

1006 Turkish delight fuchsia bush

1007 Pennine fuchsia bush

1008 Helen fahey fuchsia bush

1009 Helen fahey fuchsia bush

1010 Helen fahey fuchsia bush

1011 Helen fahey fuchsia bush

1012 Salix tree (Hakuro nishiki)

1013 Rosa ruby anniversary (Patio)

1014 Rosa whiter shade of pale (Hybrid tea)

1015 Piilu clematis

1016 Niobe clematis

1017 3 orchids (phalaenopsis)

1018 3 orchids (phalaenopsis)

1019 White rose bush

1020 Hydrangea

1021 Hydrangea

1022 Hydrangea

1023 Hydrangea

1024 Citrus orange tree

1025 +VAT Lantana camara

1026 +VAT Lantana camara

1027 +VAT Lantana camara

1028 +VAT Bella fuchsia

1029 +VAT Bella fuchsia

1030 +VAT Bella fuchsia

1031 +VAT Bella fuchsia

1032 +VAT Standard mix fuchsia

1033 +VAT Standard mix fuchsia

1034 +VAT African breeze purple colour maker 
(Pennisetum)

1035 +VAT African breeze purple colour maker 
(Pennisetum)

1036 +VAT African breeze purple colour maker 
(Pennisetum)

1037 +VAT African breeze purple colour maker 
(Pennisetum)

1038 +VAT African breeze purple colour maker 
(Pennisetum)

1039 +VAT African breeze purple colour maker 
(Pennisetum)

1040 +VAT Potted alba cortaderia selloana

1041 +VAT Potted alba cortaderia selloana

1042 +VAT Potted acer (Palmatum)

1043 +VAT Potted acer (Palmatum)

1044 +VAT Potted acer (Palmatum)

1045 +VAT Potted acer (Palmatum)

1046 +VAT Passiflora

1047 +VAT Passiflora

1048 +VAT Potted pink paeonia

1049 +VAT Potted pink paeonia

1050 +VAT Potted pink paeonia

1051 +VAT Potted pink paeonia

1052 +VAT White potted paeonia

1053 +VAT White potted paeonia

1054 +VAT Wisteria (amethyst falls)

1055 +VAT Rostrata

1056 +VAT Rostrata

1057 +VAT Bottle brush (calistomon)

1058 +VAT Bottle brush (calistomon)

1059 Large olive tree

1060 Large olive tree

1061 3 small trays of mixed plants

1062 3 small trays of mixed plants

1063 Tray of begonias

1064 Tray of begonias

1065 Tray of purple petunias

1066 Tray of purple petunias

1067 Tray of purple petunias

1068 Tray of pink geraniums

1069 Tray of pink geraniums

1070 Tray of pink geraniums

1071 Tray of pink geraniums

1072 Tray of mixed coloured dahlias
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1073 Tray of mixed coloured dahlias

1074 Tray of mixed coloured dahlias

1075 +VAT Purple and cream fuchsia

1076 +VAT Purple and cream fuchsia

1077 +VAT Purple and cream fuchsia

1078 +VAT Purple and cream fuchsia

1079 +VAT Purple and cream fuchsia

1080 +VAT Purple and cream fuchsia

1081 Large potted hydrangea

1082 Large potted hydrangea

1083 Tray of Mrs Pollock geraniums

1084 Tray of pink verbena

1085 Tray containing white million bells

1086 Tray of Caroline geraniums

1087 Tray of Caroline geraniums

1088 Upright Paula Jones fuchsia

1089 Upright Paula Jones fuchsia

1090 Upright Paula Jones fuchsia

1091 Upright Paula Jones fuchsia

1092 Upright Paula Jones fuchsia

1093 Upright Paula Jones fuchsia

1094 Tray of helichrysum

1095 Tray of white trailing begonias

1096 Tray of white trailing begonias

1097 Tray of white trailing begonias

1098 2 gentle touch roses

1099 2 gentle touch roses

1100 2 gentle touch roses

1101 2 gentle touch roses

1102 2 wicker baskets containing mixed plants

1103 2 wicker baskets containing mixed plants

1104 Tray of ivy leaf geraniums

1105 Tray of ivy leaf geraniums

1106 2 trays of Hot Thai Dragon chilli pepper plants

1107 Tray of swim time trailing fuchsias

1108 Tray of Shirley tomato plants

1109 Tray of Shirley tomato plants

1110 Tray of Shirley tomato plants

1111 Tray of Harry Grey trailing fuchsias

1112 Tray of Harry Grey trailing fuchsias

1113 Tray of Harry Grey trailing fuchsias

1114 2 trays of mixed bedding begonias

1115 2 trays of mixed bedding begonias

1116 2 trays of mixed bedding begonias

1117 2 trays of mixed bedding begonias

1118 2 trays of prairie sun yellow rudbeckia

1119 2 trays of prairie sun yellow rudbeckia

1120 2 trays of prairie sun yellow rudbeckia

1121 Large tray of blue angel trailing fuchsias

1122 Large tray of spion kop trailing fuchsias

1123 2 trays of French marigolds

1124 2 trays of French marigolds

1125 2 trays of French marigolds

1126 2 trays of blue Victoria salvias

1127 2 trays of blue Victoria salvias

1128 2 trays of blue Victoria salvias

1129 2 trays of autumn shade rudbeckia

1130 2 trays of autumn shade rudbeckia

1131 2 trays of autumn shade rudbeckia

1132 +VAT Potted garvinea

1133 +VAT Potted garvinea

1134 +VAT Potted garvinea

1135 +VAT Potted garvinea

1136 +VAT Potted garvinea

1137 +VAT Potted garvinea

1138 3 trays of mixed bedding begonias

1139 4 small trays of Sapphire lobelia

1140 5 small trays of beacon mixed impatiens

1141 5 small trays of beacon mixed impatiens

1142 5 small trays of begonias

1143 5 small trays of begonias

1144 Tray of mixed geraniums

1145 Tray of mixed geraniums

1146 Tray of ivy leaf geraniums

1147 Tray of ivy leaf geraniums

1148 2 begonias hanging baskets
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1149 2 begonias hanging baskets

1150 4 garden mints

1151 Tray of tomato plants

1152 Tray of tomato plants

1153 Tray of tomato plants

1154 Tray of tomato plants

1155 Tray containing sweet princess tomato plants

1156 +VAT 2 tabletensia hanging baskets

1158 Tray of calibrachoa

1159 Tray of Pirouette petunias

1160 Tray of Pirouette petunias

1162 Red pelargonium

1164 Mixed hollyhock

1166 Tray of lewesia

1167 Potted red cascade

1168 Potted red cascade

1169 Potted red cascade

1170 Potted red cascade

1171 Potted red cascade

1172 Potted red cascade

1173 Potted red cascade

1174 Potted red cascade

1175 Potted red cascade

1176 Potted red cascade

1177 Potted red cascade

1178 Potted red cascade

1179 Potted red cascade

1180 Potted red cascade

1181 Potted red cascade

1182 Potted red cascade

1183 Potted red cascade

1184 Potted red cascade

1185 Potted red cascade

1186 Potted red cascade

1187 4 potted decantha

1188 Potted hydrangea

1189 2 potted lupins

1190 2 potted lupins

1191 2 potted lupins

1192 2 potted lupins

1193 2 delphiniums

1194 2 delphiniums

1195 4 small trays of French marigolds

1196 4 small trays of French marigolds

1197 4 small trays of French marigolds

1198 4 small trays of Montanna avalanche

1199 4 small trays of gazanias

1200 4 small trays of regatta lobelia

1201 4 small trays of sapphire lobelia

1202 4 small trays of beacon impatiens

1203 2 trays of fuchsias

1204 2 trays of fuchsias

1205 2 trays of fuchsias

1206 2 trays of fuchsias

1207 2 trays of fuchsias

1208 2 trays of fuchsias

1209 Large tray of petunias

1210 Large tray of petunias

1211 Large tray of petunias

1212 Large tray of petunias

1213 Large tray of petunias

1214 Large tray of petunias

1215 Large tray of petunias

1216 Large tray of petunias

1217 Large tray of petunias

1218 Large tray of petunias

1219 Large tray of petunias

1220 Large tray of petunias

1221 4 small trays of garden spray chrysanthemums

1222 4 small trays of crystal palace lobelia

1223 4 small trays of crystal palace lobelia

1224 2 large trays of petunias

1225 2 large trays of petunias

1226 Large tray of malling centenary strawberry 
plants

1227 Large tray of malling centenary strawberry 
plants
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1228 4 small trays of bedding begonias

1229 4 small trays of bedding begonias

1230 2 tomato hanging baskets

1231 Fuchsia hanging basket

1232 Fuchsia hanging basket

1233 Fuchsia hanging basket

1234 Fuchsia hanging basket

1235 Fuchsia hanging basket

1236 Fuchsia hanging basket

1237 Grapevine

1238 Hosta

1239 Rosemary

1240 Tub of salvias

1241 Potted ornamental lilium

2001 +VAT Bag containing PS2 Slim, Wii Black and 
various gaming accessories

2002 +VAT Box containing selection of LP and 45 
records to include The Clash, Nirvana, Bullet for 
my Valentine and others

2005 +VAT Bag containing leads, cables and PSUs

2006 +VAT Various routers

2007 +VAT Bag containing sundries and electrical 
accessories; remotes, adapters, earphones, PC 
mice, CD drive, etc

2008 +VAT Bag containing smoke related 
accessories; rolling papers, filters, card tips, 
trays, etc

2009 +VAT Bag containing remotes, camera 
microphone, cases, chargers, adapters, 
batteries, holders, etc

2010 +VAT Bag containing Philips AZ1003 
SoundMachine

2011 +VAT Bag containing keyboards, home phones, 
SOS device, label printer, fetal doppler, etc

2012 +VAT Selection of routers from EE, Plusnet, 
TalkTalk etc

2013 +VAT 6x BT Smart Hub 2's

2014 +VAT DrayTek router, Hyperoptic WiFi Minihub, 
2x TP-Link AV100's, Eero router, etc

2015 +VAT 9x BT WiFi Disc's and 1x BT Hybrid 
Connect

2016 +VAT Bag of assorted Sky related 
devices/accessories

2017 +VAT 3x HP 59A Black toner cartridges and 5 
others

2018 +VAT Box containing LP and 45 records to 
include The Beatles, Neil Young, Seatbelts and 
others

2019 +VAT Bag containing quantity of various sized 
batteries

2020 +VAT Bag of various boxed and loose printer ink 
cartridges

2021 +VAT Bag containing Blu-Ray and DVD 
films/boxsets

2022 +VAT Bag containing loose costume and dress 
jewellery

2023 +VAT Bag containing quantity of empty jewellery 
boxes

2024 +VAT Bag containing quantity of sunglasses and 
reading glasses

2025 +VAT Bag containing quantity of mobile phone 
covers and cases

2026 +VAT Bag containing quantity of mobile phone 
accessories; cables, adapters, power banks, 
earphones, etc

2027 +VAT Bag containing quantity of leads, cables 
and PSUs

2028 +VAT Bag containing electrical related sundries 
and devices; remotes, routers, keyboard, 
adapters, headset, etc

2029 +VAT Philips 6000 series headset in box

2030 +VAT Philips 6000 series headset in box

2031 +VAT LG Tone Free wireless noise cancelling 
earbuds with box

2032 +VAT LG Tone Free wireless noise cancelling 
earbuds with box

2033 +VAT LG Tone Free wireless noise cancelling 
earbuds with box

2034 +VAT LG Tone Free wireless noise cancelling 
earbuds with box

2035 +VAT Fitbit charge 4 advance tracker with 
fitness tracker in box

2036 +VAT Fitbit charge 4 advance tracker with 
fitness tracker in box

2037 +VAT Fitbit charge 4 advance tracker with 
fitness tracker in box

2038 +VAT Fitbit charge 4 advance tracker with 
fitness tracker in box

2039 +VAT 3 Fitbit fitness trackers, 2 charging cables 
(no boxes)

2040 +VAT Fitbit Sense (boxed)
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2041 +VAT Fitbit Versa 3 (boxed)

2042 +VAT Fitbit Charge 5 fitness tracker in box

2043 +VAT Fitbit Charge 5 fitness tracker in box

2044 +VAT Fitbit Charge 5 fitness tracker in box

2045 +VAT Fitbit Charge 5 fitness tracker in box

2046 +VAT Fitbit Charge 5 fitness tracker in box

2047 +VAT Bose QC15 headphones with case

2048 +VAT Bose headset with Bose wireless earbuds 
with charging case

2049 +VAT B&O portable bluetooth speaker (no 
charging cables/no accessories)

2050 +VAT 14ct marked necklace with jewellery box

2051 +VAT Sony WH-H910N wireless noise 
cancelling headset in box

2052 +VAT Sony portable bluetooth speaker with box

2053 +VAT Beats Studio Buds earbuds with charging 
case and box

2054 +VAT Beats Studio Buds earbuds with charging 
case and box

2055 +VAT Beats Studio Buds earbuds with charging 
case and box

2056 +VAT Beats Studio Buds earbuds with charging 
case and box

2057 +VAT Beats Studio Buds earbuds with charging 
case and box

2058 +VAT Beats Studio Buds earbuds with charging 
case and box

2059 +VAT Bose Soundlink mini 2 special edition 
speakers with box

2060 +VAT World View automatic movement watch 
by Helma with presentation case and 
replacement strap

2061 +VAT Stokcwell limited edition motorsports 
series watch in motorcycle themed case

2062 +VAT Edison automatic moon phase dial 
stainless steel strapped wrist watch with box

2063 +VAT Stockwell ST470 limited edition 
motorsports watch

2064 +VAT Lator Calibre 2261 chronograph gents 
wrist watch with box

2065 +VAT Calibre 1800 automatic stainless steel 
strapped wrist watch with box

2066 +VAT Talis Co. moon phase dial leather 
strapped wrist watch with box

2067 +VAT Aftershokz bone conduction headphones 
in box

2068 +VAT Aftershokz Air bone conduction 
headphones in box

2069 +VAT Shokz open bone conduction headphones 
in box

2070 +VAT Aftershokz bone conduction headset in 
box

2071 +VAT Apple airpods 3rd gen. with charging case 
and box

2072 +VAT Apple airpods 3rd gen. with charging case 
and box

2073 +VAT Jabbra GN Elite active 75T earbuds with 
box

2074 +VAT 2 sets of Jabbra active earbuds with 
charging cases

2075 +VAT Jabbra Elite 3 wireless earbuds with box

2076 +VAT Jabbra Elite 3 wireless earbuds with box

2077 +VAT Technics AZ70 noise cancelling wireless 
earbuds with box

2078 +VAT Netgear Orbi router model RBR350 with 2 
satellites

2079 +VAT TP Link Tapo plugs and wireless range 
extender

2080 +VAT Tado starter kit V3 plus smart thermostat

2081 +VAT Apple airpods with charging case and box

2082 +VAT Apple airpods with charging case and box

2083 +VAT Apple airpods with charging case and box

2084 +VAT Battery powered Ring spotlight cameras 
x2 (1 locked to account)

2085 +VAT Pioneer DJ smart controller DDJ200 with 
headphones in box

2086 +VAT Pioneer DJ DDJ200 with headphones no 
box

2087 +VAT 4 Pocket Juice power banks with in car 
mobile phone mount accessories

2088 +VAT Sony WF-1000XN3 wireless noise 
cancelling earbuds with charging case and box

2089 +VAT Explore One wifi 4k action camera with 
accessories

2090 +VAT Samsung Galaxy A8 tablet, 64gb unit 
model SN-X200 with box

2091 +VAT Samsung S21 ultra 5G mobile phone, 
128gb with box

2092 +VAT Apple iPhone 13 pro relax in Sierra Blue 
model H643, 256gb with box

2093 +VAT Samsung Galaxy A12 mobile phone, 64gb 
with box
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2094 +VAT Samsung Core A01 16gb mobile phone 
with box

2095 +VAT Samsung Galaxy A10 32gb mobile phone 
no accessories

2096 +VAT Samsung Galaxy A12 mobile phone

2097 +VAT Samsung Smart Tag and Apple Mag Safe 
charger

2098 +VAT Apple airpods Max in smart case cover 
with box

2099 +VAT 4 x Belkin 10W wireless charging pads in 
boxes

2100 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2101 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2102 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2103 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2104 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2105 +VAT Apple airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case in box

2106 +VAT Apple airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case in box

2107 +VAT Apple airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case in box

2108 +VAT Apple airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case in box

2109 +VAT Apple airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case in box

2110 +VAT Apple airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case in box

2111 +VAT Apple airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case in box

2112 +VAT Apple airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case in box

2113 +VAT Apple airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case in box

2114 +VAT Apple airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case in box

2115 +VAT Apple airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case in box

2116 +VAT Apple airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case in box

2117 +VAT Apple airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case in box

2118 +VAT Apple airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case in box

2119 +VAT Apple airpods Pro with charging case x 4 
)no cables, no boxes, no accessories)

2120 +VAT Apple iPhone 7 Plus 128gb mobile 
phones (with wrong box)

2121 +VAT Lenovo Thinkpad X280 laptop, core i5 8th 
gen. processor, 8gn ram, 256gb storage running 
windows 10, no psu (cracked screen)

2122 +VAT HP Omen gaming desktop computer, Intel 
core i5 7th gen. processor, 8gb ram, 1tb storage 
running windows 10

2123 +VAT Dell Optiplex 7080 micro intel core i5 10th 
gen. computer, 8gb ram, 128gb storage inc. psu 
and box

2124 +VAT Lenovo Think Centre M900 intel i5 6th 
gen. processor, 8gn ram, 128gb storage running 
windows 10 (no psu/no accessories)

2125 +VAT Dell Optiplex 7040 computer with intel 
core i5 6th gen. processor, 8gb ram, 480gb 
storage running windows 10 no psu/no 
accessories

2126 +VAT Lenovo Think Centre M920Z intel i5 9th 
gen, processor, 8gb ram, 256gb storage running 
windows 10, no keyboard/no mouse

2127 +VAT Apple MacBook Air model A2337, Apple 
M1 processor, 16gb ram, 256GB storage 
running Mac OS Big Sur

2128 +VAT Dell latitude 7420 laptop, intel i7 11th gen. 
processor, 16gb ram, 256gb storage running 
Windows 10, part psu

2129 +VAT HP laptop model 15-DW1023NA intel 
celeron processor, 4gb ram, 1tb storage, 
running windows 10 with psu and box

2130 +VAT HP Pavilion X360 Convertible laptop, 
Model 14-DY0017NA, Core i5 11th gen 
processor, 16GB RAM, 512GB storage, 
Windows 11, with psu and box

2131 +VAT Acer Swift 5 laptop Model SF514-55T, 
Core i7 11th Gen processor, 8GB RAM, 512GB 
storage, Windows 10 with psu and box

2132 +VAT HP Pavilion touchscreen laptop, Core i5 
10th Gen processor, 16GB RAM, 512GB 
storage, Windows 10 with psu and box

2133 +VAT HP Chromebook X360 laptop, 14B-
CB0002NA, Intel Pentium processor, 4GB RAM, 
64GB storage, Google Chrome OS, with psu 
and box
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2134 +VAT Lenovo Idea Centre desktop all in one 
computer, Core i5 10th gen processor, 8GB 
RAM, 1TB storage, Windows 10, with psu, wired 
keyboard, and mouse, with box

2135 +VAT LG Gram 17" display laptop, Core i7 11th 
gen processor, 16GB RAM, 1TB storage, 
Windows 10, with box (no psu)

2136 +VAT Acer Aspire 5 laptop, A515-56G, Intel 
Core i3 11th gen processor, 8GB RAm, 256GB 
storage, Windows 10 with psu and box

2137 +VAT Acer Chromebook Spin 513 laptop, 
Qualcomm Snapdragon processor, 4GB RAM, 
64GB storage, Chrome OS with psu and box

2138 +VAT Lenovo Chromebook, Intel i3 11th gen 
processor, 8GB RAM, 128GB storage, Chrome 
OS, with psu and box

2139 +VAT Lenovo Chromebook Duet tablet with 
keyboard case and box

2140 Apple iMac all in one computer with wireless 
keyboard and mouse

2141 Apple iMac 24" all-in-one computer

2142 PC rise and five 3600 processor, 8GB RAM, 
500GB storage, GTX1650 graphics card

2143 EG 27" monitor, no PSU

2144 +VAT HP v28 4K monitor, 28" display with box 
and tested

2145 Apple iMac chassis, no screen, missing 
components and other spares in bag

2146 Apple iMac all in one computer for spares and 
repairs, inc. screen, no front panel

2147 Apple iMac Cinema display screen

2148 Apple iMac all in one computer with OS and 
wireless mouse

2149 2x Apple airport stations and an Apple iPhone 
charging dock

2150 +VAT Sony Vaio laptop in white together with a 
HP laptop model 15-GW0502NA AMD 
processor, no power supply

2151 +VAT 2x Compaq Presario laptops, no chargers, 
running Windows 10 with an Acer laptop with 
damaged hinges

2152 Box cont. selection of battery cases for iPhone 
11

2153 +VAT 5x boxes cont. various Onyx Transcend 3 
magazines

2154 Selection of reference material books and 
hardback/paperback novels

2155 Samsung notebook computer, XP edition and a 
Dell laptop, no PSUs

2156 2x boxes cont. USB multi-socket and other 
USBc charging adaptors

2157 Box cont. large selection of ISAW HD action 
cam kits

2158 Box cont. variety of USBc and other charging 
cables

2159 3x boxes cont. MagiCube powercable adaptors

2160 Box cont. large selection of YK28 USB LED 
lights

2161 Box cont. various European travel adaptors for 
USB sockets

2162 +VAT HP Officejet pro 9019E printer in box

2163 3x Sanus full motion TV wall mounts for up to 
90" TVs

2164 +VAT 3x Peerless-AV 43" TV wall mounts

2165 +VAT 3x soundbar universal mounts

2166 Box cont. large selection of WiFi wireless 
bluetooth 5.0 earbuds

2167 Box cont. universal air vent car mounts

2168 Box cont. large selection universal magnetic 
mobile phone mount kits

2169 2x boxes cont. Quick charge wireless chargers 
and wireless charging stands

2170 Long neck one touch in car mounting system

2171 +VAT Epson EcoTank ET2711 printer

2172 +VAT HP Office Jet Pro 8022 printer

2173 +VAT HP Colour LaserJet MFP17FNW printer in 
box

2174 +VAT HP Colour LaserJet MFP17FNW printer in 
box

2175 +VAT Epson EcoTank ET2851 printer, boxed

2176 +VAT HP Officejet 7510 printer

2177 Playstation 4 controller in white and one in black

2178 2x Playstation 4 controllers in black

2179 Amazon Echo dot speaker in box (may be 
locked to account)

2180 Nextbase dash cam model 30W in box

2181 +VAT Amazon Echo show 8 (locked to account)

2182 Phillips bass plus over ear headphones in box

2183 Bag cont. qty. of GB M.2 2280 SSDs

2184 EVGA 550BS bronze PSU in box

2185 Berringer UMC22 mic control unit
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2186 4x PS4 games to include Fallout 4 and Greed 4, 
plus 2x xBox 1 games

2187 2x Apple keyboards and 3x Apple mice

2188 Selection of Touchdown wireless charging units 
together with in-car mount chargers

2189 Vuzix camera glasses bluetooth set with carry 
case

2190 +VAT Traco power 360w power supply unit with 
a Hive thermostat stand cradle

2191 Selection of PCB board controllers, multiple 
models, various configurations

2192 Mira screen HDMI USB cable kit for iPhone

2193 Dynamode external memory module

2194 Logitek webcam, boxed

2195 Various mobile phones to inc. Nokia button 
phones and others with chargers

2196 ELM327OBDI protocol USB adaptor

2197 +VAT Razer gaming headset in green

2198 FitBit smart watch with 2x straps and charger

2199 Polo 1080p camera with box

2200 Apple TV unit with remote control

2201 +VAT MSI GF63 Thin 11UC-241UK 15.6" FHD 
gaming laptop with i5 11400H 2.7GHz, 8GB 
RAM, 512GB SSD, RTX 3050, Windows 11 
Home box and PSU

2202 +VAT HP 15-DW1023NA laptop with Intel 
Celeron N4020, 4GB RAM, 1TB HDD and 
Windows 10

2203 +VAT iPod Touch 7th Gen Space Grey A2178 
MVHW2BT/A

2204 +VAT iPod Touch 7th Gen Silver A2178 
MVJD2LL/A

2205 +VAT iPod Touch Space Grey A1574 
MKJO2BT/A

2206 +VAT iPod Touch Silver A1574 MKHA2BT/A

2207 +VAT iPod Touch Space Grey A1421 
MGG82LL/A

2208 +VAT iPod Touch Space Grey A1421 
MGG82LL/A

2209 +VAT iPod Touch Space Grey A1421 
ME978LL/A

2210 +VAT iPod Touch Gold A1421 MGGIZLL/A

2211 +VAT iPod Touch Silver A1421 MD720LL/A

2212 +VAT iPod Touch Rose Gold A1421 
MC903LL/A

2213 +VAT iPod Touch 6th Gen Rose Gold A1574 
MKHQ2CH/A

2214 +VAT iPod Touch 6th Gen Blue A1574 
MKH22BT/A

2215 +VAT Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Carbon laptop (a/f 
faulty - not restoring, BIOS locked, no HD)

2216 +VAT ASUS P52J laptop (a/f pars only, no HDD) 
and ASRock Beebox (no display or storage)

2217 +VAT Seagate BarraCude laptop 4TB HDD

2218 +VAT Seagate Desktop 500GB HDD

2219 +VAT Microsoft Surface Pro 6 tablet with i5-
825OU, 8GB RAM, 128GB SSD and Windows 
10

2220 +VAT Microsoft Surface Pro 4 tablet with i7-
665OU, 8GB RAM, 256GB SSD and Windows 
10

2221 +VAT Dell Latitude 7380 laptop with i5-6200U, 
8GB RAM, 256GB SSD, Windows 10 (foreign 
keyboard)

2222 +VAT ASUS ZenBook UX370U with i5-825OU, 
16GB RAM, 256GB SSD and Windows 10

2223 +VAT Sky Q 1TB TV box and Sky Box and 
router set

2224 +VAT Dell Precision Tower 5810 (unit only, no 
storage etc)

2225 +VAT Nintendo 3DS Black

2226 +VAT Gameboy Advance with case

2227 +VAT Gameboy Advance with a case

2228 +VAT Nintendo 64 Perfect Dark game and NES 
Super Mario 3 game

2229 +VAT PS4 DualShock 4 and Nintendo Switch 
Joy-Con Pair

2230 +VAT PS4 Persona 5 Royal Phantom Thieves 
Edition collector game set

2231 +VAT Various football programmes, vintage 
postcards and Disney 'Brer Rabbit and the Tar 
Baby' reel

2232 +VAT 3x PS5 games, 16x PS4 games and 1x 
Xbox One game

2233 +VAT 16x Nintendo Switch games

2234 +VAT Selection of various games for 
Dreamcast, SNES, PS2, Xbox 360, PSP, 
Nintendo 3DS and others

2235 +VAT PC Flight Simulator X Plane 11 pack

2236 +VAT Acronis True Image 2020 cyber security 
software
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2237 +VAT Invicta Pro Diver 14124 wristwatch with 
box

2238 +VAT Casio G-Shock GA-700-1BER wristwatch 
with tin

2239 +VAT Assorted loose wristwatches and 
pocketwatch

2240 +VAT Royal Mail 2021 Year Book featuring 
2021's Special Stamp themes

2241 +VAT Stocksheet's with 2021 Special Stamp 
themes

2242 +VAT Selection of Rolling Stones stamp 
stocksheets

2243 +VAT Selection of Christmas and Religious 
themed 1st and 2nd class stamps

2244 +VAT Collection of First Day Covers, collectable 
and worldwide stamps, football themed stamps, 
etc

2245 +VAT Mixed lot of loose and stocksheet 
worldwide stamps

2246 +VAT Blue stamp album with collection of used 
and unused worldwide stamps

2247 +VAT 3 stamp albums with collection of used 
and unused worldwide stamps

2248 +VAT Gucci GG0956S 001 ladies sunglasses 
with case and protective pouch

2249 +VAT Saint Laurent SL276 MICA ladies 
sunglasses with case

2250 +VAT 2x pairs of Ray-Ban sunglasses; RB3016 
& RB2156

2251 +VAT Assorted sunglasses and reading glasses

2252 +VAT GoPro Hero 9 Black action camera with 
case and accessories

2253 +VAT Polaroid OneStep2 Viewfinder instant 
camera with 2x packs of film

2254 +VAT Instax Mini 9 and pack of instant film

2255 +VAT Unbranded HD camcorder with box and 
accessories

2256 +VAT Canon EF 50mm f/1.8 STM lens

2257 +VAT Neewer LED Fill Light

2258 +VAT Various cameras and camera accessories

2259 +VAT Selection of boxed and unboxed portable 
power banks

2260 +VAT Skullcandy Indy ANC wireless earphones

2261 +VAT Microsoft Surface Dock 1661

2262 +VAT PS4 VR headset kit

2263 +VAT Lladro Daisa figure of Shepherdess with 
Ducks

2264 +VAT Nao Daisa figure of young child

2265 +VAT Raymarine P70 & P70R autopilot control 
heads for boats

2266 +VAT Hugo Boss ballpoint pen 2004054

2267 +VAT Hugo Boss ballpoint pen 2004054

2268 +VAT Hugo Boss ballpoint pen 2004054

2269 +VAT 4x Sannce CCTV cameras and cabling

2270 +VAT Amazon Fire 7 16GB tablet

2271 +VAT AMD Ryzen 5 5500 processor and fan

2272 +VAT *Sealed* Sony WF-100XM3 wireless 
earphones

2273 +VAT *Sealed* Shokz OpenRun Pro wireless 
earphones

2274 +VAT Ultiamte Ears Boom 3 wireless speaker

2275 +VAT GT Power 4-Channels mini charger

2276 +VAT Google Home Hub

2277 +VAT *Sealed* Chromecast 4K

2278 +VAT *Sealed* Echo Dot 4th Gen B7W644

2279 +VAT *Sealed* Echo Dot 3rd Gen

2280 +VAT Samsung Wireless Charger Trio

2281 +VAT Apple A1243 wired keyboard

2282 +VAT ZiyouLang K61 backlight keyboard

2283 +VAT *Sealed* Yale All-in-One Outdoor Camera

2284 +VAT *Sealed* Yale All-in-One Outdoor Camera

2285 +VAT Yale All-in-One Outdoor Camera

2286 +VAT NuraPhone Personalised Sound ANC3 
wireless headphones

2287 +VAT Turtle Beach Stealth 600 Gen 2 wireless 
headset

2288 +VAT VTech 5" Smart WiFi 1080p baby monitor

2289 +VAT SumUp Solo smart card terminal

2290 +VAT Aktiia 24/7 blood pressure monitor

2291 +VAT GlucoMen Areo blood glucos monitor

2292 +VAT Sure Smart Duo blood glucose monitoring 
starter kit

2293 +VAT Vamvo LED Projector

2294 +VAT 5x BT Advanced Digital Home Phones 
and 5x BT Essential Digital Home Phones

2295 +VAT Corsair Void RGB Elite wireless headset
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2296 +VAT Goowls smart home camera

2297 +VAT Blusmart A4 Laminator

2298 +VAT DJI Inspire 2 drone with ZenMuse X5S 
gimbal camera, 6x batteries, 6x propellers, lens 
filter pack, controller, charger and case

2300 +VAT Selection of white metal jewellery and 9ct 
necklace with 'C' pendant

2301 +VAT Selection of brand jewellery; Pandora, 
Monica Vinader and Tiffany & Co

2302 +VAT Omega Geneve Automatic gold tone 
gents wristwatch

2303 +VAT Citizen Diver's Automatic NY0040-09E 
wristwatch with box

2304 +VAT Emporio Armani AR11314 wristwatch with 
box

2305 +VAT *Sealed* Samsung Galaxy Watch4

2306 +VAT *Sealed* Samsung Galaxy Watch3

2307 +VAT Selection of various wristwatches

2308 +VAT Louis Vuitton Z1082E sunglasses with 
case and box

2309 +VAT Giorgio Armani AR 8047 sunglasses with 
case and box

2310 +VAT Tiffany & Co TF4089 sunglasses with 
case and box

2311 +VAT Michael Kors MK2040 sunglasses with 
case

2312 +VAT Michael Kors MK5004 sunglasses with 
case

2313 +VAT Ray-Ban RB2132 Wayfarer sunglasses 
with case and box

2314 +VAT Porsche Design P8531 sunglasses with 
case

2315 +VAT Lara Bohinc 107 Model Sophia 
sunglasses with case

2316 +VAT 2x pairs of Ray-Ban round reading 
glasses

2317 +VAT Ricoh GR II 16MP digital camera

2318 +VAT 4K Digital Camcorder with case

2319 +VAT Canon Ultrasonic 24-105mm camera lens

2320 +VAT Panasonc Lumix 14-42mm F3.5-5.6 
ASPH lens

2321 +VAT Bag containign deocy CCTV camera, 
various film/digital cameras and camera 
accessories

2322 +VAT *Sealed* AfterShokz Air wireless 
earphones

2323 +VAT Assorted headphones, headsets and 
earphones

2324 +VAT Phonak Sync Micro hearing aid

2325 +VAT Intel i7-9700K LGA1151 processor

2326 +VAT Western Digital 4TB HDD

2327 +VAT Deafgard portable fire alarm for deaf/hard 
of hearing

2328 +VAT Symbol WT41N0 wearable terminal

2329 +VAT Motorola DynaTAC 8000s 1980s mobile 
phone

2330 +VAT 2x Fire TV Stick Lite's and 2 others

2331 Panasonic Lumix FS11 digital camera

2332 +VAT Casio CTK2550 keyboard with box

2333 +VAT Casio CTK-3500 keyboard with box

2334 Selection of Xbox 360, PS2 and other games

2335 +VAT MSI Vigor gaming combo keyboard set 
and headset

2336 +VAT Sony PS4 Pro 1TB console, no 
accessories

2337 +VAT Sony PS4 Pro 1TB console, no 
accessories

2338 +VAT Sony PS4 500GB slim console, no 
accessories in white

2339 +VAT Sony PS4 500Gb slim console in black

2340 Box cont. qty. of METAL in-ear earphones, 
model AKZ-V1

2341 Erasable smart notepad book drawing pads, 
boxed

2342 PS3 console with various games, replacement 
controllers

2343 Goodmans portable entertainment system with 
2x screens and controllers

2344 15x Polaroid snap touch LCD cameras

2345 4x boxed Polaroid XS100 high action cameras

2346 6x Polaroid cube 1080p action cameras

2347 Box cont. wide selection of various sized smart 
watch replacement straps inc. Apple 
replacement straps

2348 Nintendo Wii console, accessories, boxed

2349 Nintendo Wii console, accessories, various 
games and balance board

2350 PS2 console, accessories, wheel and various 
games

2351 Bag cont. approx 50 Xbox 360 games
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2352 Nintendo Wii console with balance board, box, 
games & controllers

2353 PS2 games, PS2 slim console, controllers, and 
other accessories

2354 *Withdrawn*

2355 *Withdrawn*

2356 *Withdrawn*

2357 *Withdrawn*

2358 *Withdrawn*

2359 *Withdrawn*

2360 *Withdrawn*

2361 *Withdrawn*

2362 *Withdrawn*

2363 *Withdrawn*

2364 +VAT 75" Hisense TV model 75A6GTUK 
includes remote and box B1

2365 +VAT (R2 & B2) Samsung 43" TV model 
QE43Q65AA with remote and box

2366 +VAT 55" Sony TV Model number KD-
55XH8196 include remote control - no stand

2367 +VAT (R47) Hisense 55'' TV model 
55A7100FTUK (no stand)

2368 +VAT 65" Hisense TV model 65A7GQTUK

2369 +VAT 55" Samsung TV model UE55AU9000K 
includes box no B4

2370 Hisense 43" TV model H43AE6100UK includes 
remote

2371 37" Samsung LCD TV with remote control

2372 Bush 24" LCD TV - no remote

2373 +VAT LG 32" TV model 32LQ63DBLA - no 
stand, no remote

2374 Philips 32" LCD TV - no remote

2375 DJI Inspire 1 drone with damaged arm 
component, damaged gimbal - sold for spares - 
comes with case

2376 +VAT LG XBoom 360 RP4G speaker with box

2377 +VAT Sony SA-G700 wireless soundbar and 
subwoofer

2378 +VAT Sony SA-G700 wireless soundbar and 
subwoofer

2379 Samsung soundbar with power supply and 
remote

2380 +VAT Acer Aspire C24 all in one computer 
(faulty, sold for spares and repairs) core i5 10th 
gen cpu with wireless keyboard, mouse and psu

2381 +VAT Asus R.O.G gaming desktop computer, 
AMD Ryzen 5 processor, 16GB RAM, 512GB 
boot drive, 2TB storage, RTX 3060 graphics 
card, Windows 10, with box

2382 +VAT Sonos One SL speaker in white - boxed

2383 +VAT Sonus 1SL speaker in black box

2384 +VAT Sonus 1SL speaker in black box

2385 +VAT Celestron AZ102 Telescope in box

2386 Panasonic FZ7 bridge camera

2387 In car entertainment console unit model 7010B

2388 Escape Kit Vision action camera

2389 Tray containing various watches, sat navs and 
other accessories

2390 Tom-Tom live sat-nav together with a snooper 
alert system in box

2391 JBL Live 400BT headset

2392 2 Crucial 250GB solid state drives

2393 3 Juice charger battery charging units

2394 Arlo USB micro B solar charging unit

2395 Vision Tech Audio AV1700 amplifier

2396 Power Geek wireless portable sound bar

2397 Nokia button mobile phone with box

2398 Logitech H390 headset in box

2399 Nintendo Switch game cube controller with other 
accessories

2400 Bag containing selection of In ear wireless 
earbuds and other accessories

2401 +VAT Pair of Versace sunglasses, model 4412 
with case and box

2402 +VAT Pair of Oneill and Timberland sunglasses

2403 +VAT Pair of Mark Jacobs sunglasses with carry 
case

2404 +VAT 2 pairs of Elle sunglasses with cases

2405 +VAT 2 pairs of Prada reading glass frames inc. 
1 case

2406 Road Angel navigators and other Road Angel 
accessories

2407 +VAT Avantree portable radio and wireless 
audio adapter

2408 +VAT Sony WF-XB700 wireless earphones

2409 +VAT Emporio Armani AR2460 wristwatch with 
box

2410 +VAT Olympus DS-2600 digital voice recorder
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2411 Selection of Royal Commemorative and other 
first day covers

2412 Bag containing various loose vintage postcards

2413 3 various binders and 1 Victorian stamp album 
book with contents

2414 2 stamp albums in red with contents inc. various 
re-issue sets of Penny Black and Penny Red

2415 Album and stockbook containing all GB stamps

2416 Collection of over 1500 stamps

2417 Ali Baba and the 40 Thieves peep-show pop-up 
book

2418 Collection of approx. 700 world stamps in green 
binder

2419 Box containing first day covers and other stamp 
albums with contents

2420 Various stamp binders inc. GB stamps used 
ranging from 1980-2007

2421 Blue binder containing approx. 450 Canadian 
Queen Victoria stamps to QE2

2422 Selection of Great British stamps used in binder

2423 2 binders containing quantity of Nigerian stamps

2424 Various commemorative books inc. The Story of 
70 Momentous Years for King George V

2425 Box containing wide selection of stamp packets 
of various nations inc. Germany

2426 Box containing various old postcards inc. 
various black and white vintage

2427 Slider drawer tray containing wide selection of 
Naval photographs and picture postcards

2428 2 boxes containing wide variety of mixed cards 
and black and white vintage postcards

2429 Sliding drawer containing various Naval themed 
photocards and postcards

2430 red binder containing various GB and other 
world stamps

2431 1965 GP Drivers colour slide and 1965-1966 GP 
slides

2432 Plastic crate containing of ship postcards

2433 Wide selection of various Marvel and other 
comics inc. Captain Marvel

2434 World commemorative stamps inc. Stanley 
Gibbons Events pack and first day covers

2435 5 various wedding and photocard albums in 
boxes

2436 London 2010 Festival of stamps in frame

2437 2010 uncut printed sheet stamp sets for George 
V ascension 6th May 1990

2438 Cardboard tray containing selection of various 
vintage toys inc. Radioshack radio controlled 
Lancia Stratos car

2439 Fujifilm Fine Pics camera with tripod and lens 
cover

2440 4 various walking sticks inc. one with silver top

2441 Ships Naval compass in wooden case

2442 Ships compass with mount in Styrofoam 
packaging

2443 Curve Ranger - The Struben by F.Barker & Son 
of London with wooden case

2444 Vickers Instruments microscope kit in wooden 
box

2445 Selection of football programmes to include 
Chelsea, Bedford Eagles and others

2446 Selection of Arsenal football programmes 1970's 
and some football framed memorabilia for 
Arsenal football club

2447 Tray containing a large selection of Bedford 
Town Eagles football matchday programmes

2448 Tray containing a wide selection of Welling 
United and Bedford Eagles football programmes

2449 Selection of Luton Town football programmes 
from mid 2000's

2450 3 x crates containing a large quantity of dress 
and costume jewellery items

2451 Plastic crate containing whirl pixel DVR dash 
cams and other equipment

2452 Selection of Dr Who magazines

2453 Locos, wagons, crane, 00 gauge trains etc

2454 7 x Fleischmann wagons

2455 Pelham puppet figure with box

2456 Selection of Burago scale model die cast 
vehicles and other kits to include a Mercedes 
Benz 300SL 1954

2457 7 x Fleischmann wagons

2458 7 x Fleischmann 00 gauge wagons

2459 Hornby locomotive with three coaches

2460 Hornby Mallard loco with two coaches

2461 Tray containing Models of Yesteryear by 
Matchbox, commercial die cast vehicles

2462 2 x boxes containing building accessories, 
paints and other kit for 00 gauge models
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2463 Box of various classic sports cars, 1:43 scale 
and 1:64 scale by Atlas Editions and Vanguard

2464 Wallstone construction set 500 Great Pyramid 
Brick Set

2465 Fusion Play limited edition Lightseekers Beta 
Figure

2466 Tray containing a selection of Airfix railway 00 
gauge, cranes, engines and coaches

2467 Cardboard tray containing 8 various Corgi die 
cast scale model buses

2468 Carboard tray containing a selection of die cast 
model vehicles by Corgi and others

2469 Selection of die cast vehicles in display tray

2470 Cardboard tray containing die cast model 
vehicles by Hot Wheels and others

2471 Vintage Meccano set with manuals and pieces 
including crate

2472 Selection of football memorabilia programmes 
including Wembley programmes

2473 Tray containing a selection of football souvenir 
programmes to include World Cup 2006

2474 Plastic rate containing a variety of Atlas Editions 
die cast vehicles to include buses

2475 Large cardboard box with a variety of Marvel 
and other collectable models

2476 Plastic crate containing various Del Prado and 
other collectable military figures

2477 2 x Japanese oriental balls

2478 Collectors coin assortment try with key

2479 White metal ware jewellery in case

2480 2 x silver hallmarked salt cellars both with 
Birmingham hallmarks and blue glass liners

2481 Small selection of First Class stamps by Royal 
Mail

2482 Various costume jewellery including watch and 
other costume jewellery items

2483 Watches and other costume jewellery items in 
bag

2484 Various military figures, models etc

2485 Bag containing various watches to include 
DKNY

2486 2 x trays of costume jewellery items including 
various watches, brooches etc

2487 Tray containing brooches, earrings, pins, rings 
etc

2488 Bag containing variety of brooches and other 
costume jewellery items

2489 Bag containing items badges, brooches, 
necklaces and other costume jewellery items

2490 Bag containing various necklaces, yellow metal 
jewellery and other costume jewellery items

2491 Various boxed items of costume jewellery to 
include necklaces, cufflinks etc

2492 Various boxed items of costume jewellery to 
include necklaces, cufflinks etc

2493 Bag containing various necklaces, brooches etc

2494 Bag containing various jewellery boxes, cufflinks 
etc

2495 Fendi sunglasses model FS5227 with carry case

2496 Fendi sunglasses model FS5227 with carry case

2497 Fendi sunglasses model FS5227 with carry case

2498 Fendi sunglasses model FS5227 with carry case

2499 Fendi sunglasses model FS5227 with carry case

2500 Fendi sunglasses model FS5227 with carry case

2501 Display case holder with various watches which 
includes Seiko wrist watch

2502 Box of various watch movements inc. Iris and 
Rotary vintage watches

2503 Small selection of Masonic rings, badges to 
include some silver

2504 2 oriental soldier figures in case

2505 Japanese style pendant in bone

2506 1:6 scale RC Formula 1 racing car in box

2507 Micro Scalextric in box

2508 Micro Scalextric F1 set in box

2509 2 x pond yacht boats with keels - no sails

2510 Vintage design telephone system

2511 3 x various fantasy model figures

2512 Selection of collectable owl figures and ostrich 
egg painted

2513 Duke Caboom Toy Story 4 figure in box

2514 Duke Caboom Toy Story 4 figure in box

2515 Texas Instruments vintage calculator and other 
vintage accessories in box

2516 Large crate containing a selection of costume 
jewellery items in cases, watches etc

2517 Large cardboard tray containing various die cast 
vehicles including Dinky and others

2518 Plastic crate containing Tonka and other 
collectable toys
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2519 Tray of various Days Gone and collectable 
vehicles and tub of various figures

2520 Cardboard crate containing a large selection of 
die cast vehicles

2521 Scalextric Le Mons racing set with power and 
control unit

2522 Tray of CDs and various 7" singles

2523 Yashika film camera and accessories

2524 Tripod and another tripod in bag

2525 Minalta 7000 film camera in Pro Photo case

2526 Scale model RC speedboat with motors

2527 Sony 32" TV with remote

2528 E-motion TV, 22" screen with DVD player

2529 ILuv Mobi Aria wireless bluetooth speaker in box

2530 Pioneer DJ controller in box

2531 2x Samsung speaker stands together with a 
Kenwood integrated amplifier

2532 2x EPOS M5 speakers 
£50-80

2533 Powered speaker system model PS28 MK3, no 
accessories

2534 Sony Bluray player model BDP-S1500 with PSU 
and remote

2535 Newmark PTO1 USB turntable

2536 Alba twin cassette deck, turntable, Hi-Fi system 
and speakers

2537 Kodak printer

2538 Ion turntable with psu

2539 +VAT Sony PS-LX310BT turntable

2540 Pair of Sony speakers and an Ion Pure LP 
turntable

2541 Goodmans DVD surround sound system with 
subwoofer and tower speakers

2542 LG DVD player with box

2543 Toshiba small TV, no stand

2544 Sony S-Master CD changer player with 
speakers

2545 Monacor amplifier system

2546 Mosfet stereo amplifier model HDM7045

2547 Allan and Heath X1G2 mixing station

2548 Teac CD player LP stereo cassette player

2549 Bag containing various vaping accessories

2550 Bose Solo sound base speaker

2551 Box cont. various electrical items to include 2x 
Sony DVD players

2552 Bag cont. various loose electrical cables, 
network cables, power adaptors, etc

2553 Bag of various remote controls and accessories

2554 JVC TV sound bar system in box

2555 Tray of various power adaptors, inc. a Kramer 
tools XGA audio line transmitter model TP121, 
and a VGA video splitter and other accessories

2556 Box cont. large variety of replacement and other 
remote controls

2557 Tray various LP vinyl records; classical and 
others

2558 Box of various vinyl record albums

2559 An Elite viewright overhead projector system

2560 Eumig Super 8 film projector with box

2561 Mercury Imperial typewriter with case

2562 4x various flight cases

2563 Box cont. Bush CD player system, other 
accessories

2564 Various GB coins to inc. small qty. GB silver, 
half crowns etc

2565 Bag cont. various mixed coins inc. GB crowns, 
half-crowns, etc.

2566 Mixed selection of Canadian coinage, 
collectable 50p pieces, etc, some with 
certificates

2567 Tray of various bank notes, GB and other 
coinage

2568 Various costume jewellery items inc. pearl 
necklaces and cases

2569 Red tray containing variety of collectable 
dominoes and playing cards

2570 Box cont. large qty. of costume jewellery items

2571 Philips 4-track 4307 player together with other 
accessories

2572 Miranda tripod and camera case eqt., no camera

2573 Box containing a Allouis radio tuning system 
together with a Chinon CE-4 camera

2574 Box cont. Aston Martin collectable accessories 
to inc. celebration Newport Pagnell booklet, 
shirt, DB7 Vantage model and umbrella

2575 3x vintage valve radios to include GEC radio

2576 +VAT Amazon Echo Dot 2nd generation 
speaker, untested
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2577 Cardboard box cont. various electrical items, 
Sony speaker system, Garmin SatNav 
accessories etc.

2578 Eumig 8mm projector system with screens

2579 Variety of telescopes to inc. Celestron and 
others and mounting eqt.

2580 2x bags and 1x box of mobile phone cases and 
accessories

2581 2x cages cont. film camera accessories

2582 Bush turntable

2583 Sharp Stereo music centre

2584 Tray cont. vintage film camera, accessories and 
cameras to inc. a Canon FTB camera

2585 Goldring Lenko DL75 turntable with turner arm 
and cartridge

2586 Pair of Genexxa 206 speakers on trolley stands

2587 Xennox telescope in box

2588 Gaming xRocker speaker seat

2589 +VAT Easy Karaoke pedestal karaoke system 
with psu and single microphone

2590 +VAT Singing machine pedestal karaoke system 
with damaged speaker, single microphone and 
psu

2591 Pulse 15" two way PA speaker

2592 Pair of H&H speakers from a Lanney amp 
signed by Tony Iommi of Black Sabbath 
(Unverified) 
£150-200

2593 Peavey PVI8B plus mixing system

2594 Newmark OMNI control unit

2595 Park G10 guitar speaker

2596 Peavey basic 112 base amplifier

2597 4 drum cymbals inc. High Hat Top by Planet Z 
and Pro Sonics 20" ride and Paiste cymbal

2598 3/4 size classical 6 string acoustic guitar

2599 Martin 6 string classical acoustic guitar

2600 Cheetah 6 string acoustic cut away guitar

2601 Oncor black and white 6 string electric guitar 
with carry case

2602 King Cleveland 3 piece flute with case

2603 Martin Smith 6 string classical acoustic guitar 
with carry case

2604 Jose Ferrara 6 string classical finish acoustic 
guitar

2605 Eleca 6 string classical finish acoustic guitar

2606 Hohner tango 5 piano accordion

2607 Wooden string Asian style instrument with slip 
case

2608 Wooden string Asian style instrument with slip 
case

2609 3 carry cases to include 6 drunks by JAS

2610 Childs electric guitar with Mini Marshall speaker

2611 +VAT Singing machine wifi karaoke pedestal kit 
in box with mics

2612 +VAT Singing machine wifi karaoke pedestal kit 
in box with mics

2613 +VAT Singing machine Wi-Fi karaoke pedestal 
music system in box

2614 +VAT Singing machine Wi-Fi karaoke pedestal 
music system in box

2615 +VAT Singing machine Wi-Fi karaoke pedestal 
music system in box

2616 +VAT Singing machine Wi-Fi karaoke pedestal 
music system in box

2617 +VAT ILUV mobiaria bluetooth speaker in box

2618 +VAT ILUV mobiaria bluetooth speaker in box

2619 +VAT Yale smart living twin door dome camera 
set

2620 +VAT Yale smart living twin door dome camera 
set

3001 +VAT Bag containing ladies jogging bottoms in 
berry flint

3002 +VAT Bag containing ladies jogging bottoms in 
berry flint

3003 +VAT Bag containing ladies fleecey jogging tops 
in black by 32 Degree Heat in various sizes

3004 +VAT Bag of 12 grey ladies jersey style polo 
neck dresses in various sizes

3005 +VAT Bag containing 12 ladies dresses in black, 
various sizes

3006 +VAT Bag containing gents clothing incl. shirts, 
jeans, jumpers, fleeces, etc. in various sizes, 
colours and designs

3007 +VAT Bag of gents clothing incl. shirts, jogging 
bottoms, light weight jackets, jumpers, shorts, 
etc. in various sizes and designs

3008 +VAT Bag of ladies clothing incl. jogging 
bottoms, leggings, etc. in various sizes, colours 
and designs

3009 +VAT Bag containing ladies leggings, sizes S-L
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3010 +VAT Bag containing ladies clothing incl. 
trousers, leggings, DKNY top, etc.

3011 +VAT Bag containing various socks mainly for 
ladies incl. slipper socks, fancy socks, winter 
socks, etc.

3012 +VAT Bag containing balaclavas, knee supports, 
umbrella, 2 hot water bottles and gloves

3013 +VAT Bag containing 5 32 Degree Heat ladies 
hooded tops in green and tope, sizes S-M

3014 +VAT Bag containing girls black velour gown 
sets by Jezzies in various sizes

3015 +VAT Bag containing girls black velour gown 
sets by Jezzies in various sizes

3016 +VAT Bag containing various unboxed pairs of 
shoes and pair of walking shoes by Sketchers, 
Ben Sherman, etc.

3017 +VAT Box containing approx. 15 2 piece girls 
velour gown sets with hoods in various sizes in 
black and dark blue

3018 +VAT Box containing approx. 15 2 piece girls 
velour gown sets with hoods in various sizes in 
black and dark blue

3019 +VAT Box containing approx. 15 2 piece girls 
velour gown sets with hoods in various sizes in 
black and dark blue

3020 +VAT 5 boxed pairs of various style slippers, 
sizes ladies 8 - gents 12

3021 +VAT 5 boxed pairs of Sketchers trainers, sizes 
8-12

3022 +VAT 7 pairs of Sketchers shoes, sizes 4-5

3023 +VAT 3 boxed pairs of Columbia mens walking 
boots, 2 size 11s and 1 size 10

3024 +VAT 3 boxed pairs of childrens wellies with 2 
boxed pairs of Kirkland childrens fur lined boots

3025 Boxed pair of DeWalt safety boots, size 8

3026 +VAT 5 various boxed pairs of trainers and 
shoes by DKNY, Penguin and Puma

3027 +VAT Sage Barista Express coffee machine

3028 +VAT Boxed Sage Barista express coffee 
machine

3029 +VAT Boxed Sage Barista express coffee 
machine

3030 +VAT Boxed Sage Barista express coffee 
machine

3031 +VAT Boxed Sage Barista express coffee 
machine

3032 +VAT Boxed Sage Barista express coffee 
machine

3033 +VAT Boxed Sage Barista express coffee 
machine

3034 +VAT Boxed Sage Barista express coffee 
machine

3035 +VAT Boxed De'Longhi Primadonna Elite 
Experience coffee machine

3036 +VAT Boxed De'Longhi Magnifica Evo coffee 
machine

3037 +VAT Boxed De'Longhi Dedica style coffee 
machine

3038 +VAT Nespresso Madimix Vertuo Plus coffee 
machine

3039 +VAT Nespresso MagiMix Vertuo Next coffee 
machine

3040 +VAT Boxed Gourmia 6.7 litre digital air fryer

3041 +VAT Boxed Gourmia 6.7 litre digital air fryer

3042 +VAT Boxed Gourmia 6.7 litre digital air fryer

3043 +VAT Boxed Gourmia 6.7 litre digital air fryer

3044 +VAT Boxed Gourmia 6.7 litre digital air fryer

3045 +VAT Boxed Gourmia 6.7 litre digital air fryer

3046 +VAT Boxed Gourmia 6.7 litre digital air fryer

3047 +VAT Boxed Gourmia 6.7 litre digital air fryer

3048 +VAT Box of used cooking pans

3049 +VAT Bag containing 4 Kirkland cod liver oil 
vitamin tablets together with a tub of Kirkland 
Coq.10 food supplements

3050 +VAT Box containing mixed kitchenware items 
including tissue holder, Kitchenaid sieve, 
Kitchenaid grater, foil, etc

3051 +VAT De'Longhi Magnifica Smart S coffee 
machine (no bottom tray)

3052 +VAT Bag containing Air Wick Jasmine Bloom 
and Fresher air fresheners

3053 Sage coffee machine

3054 +VAT Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

3055 +VAT Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

3056 +VAT Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

3057 +VAT Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

3058 +VAT Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

3059 +VAT Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

3060 +VAT Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

3061 +VAT Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

3062 +VAT Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer
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3063 +VAT Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

3064 +VAT Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

3065 +VAT Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

3066 +VAT Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

3067 +VAT Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

3068 +VAT Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

3069 +VAT 14 unboxed Gourmia digital air fryers

3070 +VAT Folding butlers tray, boxed (AF)

3071 Sabatier expandable dish rack

3072 Box containing tangle free hot air styler, 5 piece 
candle set, limited edition The X Files forensic 
evidence box and an Oriental style dressing 
table set

3073 +VAT Boxed Instant Vortex Plus Dual air fryer

3074 +VAT Boxed Instant Vortex Plus Dual air fryer

3075 +VAT Boxed Instant Vortex Plus Dual air fryer

3076 +VAT Phillips air fryer

3077 +VAT Boxed Kenwood MultiPro compact food 
processor

3078 +VAT Boxed Kenwood KMix

3079 +VAT Ninja Foodie 9 in 1 multicooker

3080 +VAT Boxed Instant Pot Gourmia Crisp air fryer

3081 +VAT Instant Pot Gourmet crisp and air fryer 
pressure cooker

3082 +VAT Boxed Instant Pot Duo Gourmia multi use 
pressure cooker

3083 +VAT Boxed Panasonic SD.YR2550 automatic 
breadmaker

3084 Box containing a large quantity of electrical 
kitchen items including toaster, Panasonic 
breadmaker, saucepans, kitchen utensils, etc

3085 2 Eco Living mini bins

3086 +VAT Box containing a quantity of used kitchen 
pans

3087 +VAT Box of glassware together with a quantity 
of glassware and mugs

3088 +VAT Unboxed Instant Pot pressure cooker 
together with an Instant Vortex Plus air fryer

3089 +VAT Kenwood multi pro compact food 
processor

3090 *Withdrawn*

3091 +VAT Bag of Kirkland branded batteries

3092 +VAT Boxed Tefal fryer

3093 +VAT Boxed Tefal fryer

3094 +VAT Boxed Tefal fryer

3095 +VAT Tefal 30cm Sautee pan with lid

3096 +VAT Tefal 30cm Sautee pan with lid

3097 +VAT Boxed Sistema food storage set together 
with a Joseph Joseph 4 piece glass storage 
container set

3098 +VAT Unboxed Delonghi Magnifica S Smart 
coffee machine

3099 +VAT Unboxed Delonghi Magnifica S Smart 
coffee machine

3100 +VAT Delonghi Magnifica Evo smart coffee 
machine

3101 +VAT Box of Signature mugs

3102 +VAT Box of Signature mugs

3103 +VAT White ceramic lazy susan together with a 
6 piece Mesa mug set

3104 +VAT 2 Chef and Sommelier 8 piece wine glass 
sets

3105 +VAT Tramontina mixing bowl set

3106 Camry electric food warmer (Continental power 
lead)

3107 +VAT Philips steam iron

3108 +VAT Polti electric steam iron

3109 +VAT Philips steam iron

3110 +VAT 3 Vybra Atmos diffusers

3111 +VAT Panasonic KX.TGH723 digital cordless 
answering phone system

3112 +VAT Panasonic KX.TGH264 4 piece digital 
phone set

3113 +VAT Box of various mixing bowls, plates etc.

3114 Box containing approximately 30 assorted 
notebooks

3115 Box containing a quantity of Looney Tune 
themed ceramic mugs

3116 +VAT 2 expandable laundry holders together 
with 4 unboxed lap trays, Sabatier expanding 
dish rack and 2 white storage racks

3117 +VAT Bag containing a quantity of reusable 
make up clothes, unboxed WaterPik flossers, 
reading glasses etc

3118 +VAT Bag containing a quantity of notebooks 
and Pukka A4 leaver arch file

3119 +VAT 3 bathroom mats, brown fur dog bed, semi 
circular door mat and 2 various style door mats
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3120 Box of plastic egg cups and 2 boxes of egg 
crackers

3121 +VAT 12 piece LED wax candle set together 
with a LED under cabinet light kit, box 
containing Philips toothbrush holder, Gillette 
razor blades, Waterpik flosser etc

3122 3 Sabatier expanding dishracks

3123 +VAT Boxed Crockpot

3124 Home Easy handheld steam iron together with a 
handheld steamer

3125 +VAT 12 Evaness 100 grip seal bags

3126 Kenwood triblade hand blender

3127 +VAT PTC heater

3128 Silver Crest electric toaster

3129 +VAT Phillips steamer iron

3130 +VAT 2 Rabbit 8 piece electric wine sets

3131 +VAT Braun multi quick 9 electric blender

3132 +VAT Denby 16 piece ceramic dinnerware set

3133 +VAT Tramontina 15L stainless steel pot

3134 +VAT 2 Sabatier expandable dishracks

3135 +VAT 3 12 piece glass tumbler sets

3136 +VAT 12 piece tumbler set together with 2 Brita 
water filters

3137 +VAT 3 Wellness series Ottlite lamps together 
with a Le Creuset technology alarm clock

3138 +VAT Boxed 3.9L Gourmet triple slow cooker 
and warming station

3139 +VAT Box containing a large quantity of 
electrical kitchen items to include Philips iron, 
Delonghi coffee machine, blender parts together 
with a box of disposable coffee cup tops

3140 +VAT Bag containing mixed items including Dr 
Alberts infrared thermometer, unboxed Waterpik 
flossers, reading glasses, Loreal men expert 
moisturiser etc

3141 +VAT Quantity of mixed branded used kitchen 
pans

3142 +VAT Bag containing wine display holder, 
banana guards etc

3143 +VAT Box of depend comfort protect ladies 
underwear

3144 +VAT 2 boxed and 3 unboxed weighing scales 
together with 2 tubs of anti bacterial disinfectant 
surface cleaner

3145 +VAT Box containing zip up seal transparent 
bags

3146 2 Targus branded backpacks

3147 +VAT Bag containing a large quantity of mixed 
style water bottles

3148 +VAT Box of baseball caps in mixed colours

3149 +VAT Boxed Dualit 4 slice toaster

3150 +VAT Small metal desk organiser

3151 +VAT Kenwood Chef titanium electric mixer

3152 Bosch 2 slice toaster

3153 +VAT Panasonic SD.ZB2512 bread maker

3154 +VAT Panasonic breadmaker

3155 +VAT Panasonic breadmaker

3156 +VAT Boxed Kenwood K mix

3157 +VAT Boxed Kenwood K mix

3158 +VAT Kenwood Chef kitchen mixer together with 
a Kenwood food processor

3159 +VAT Bamix of Switzerland all in one hand 
blender

3160 +VAT Boxed Delonghi Dolce Gusto coffee 
machine

3161 +VAT Waterpik water flosser

3162 +VAT Waterpik water flosser

3163 +VAT 3 boxed and 1 unboxed Kilner glass drink 
dispensers

3164 +VAT Mesa 4 piece deluxe buffet caddy

3165 +VAT Boxed Simple Human sensor mirror

3166 +VAT Kitchen Aid classic food chopper

3167 +VAT Berghoff Euro cast professional series 
28cm Sautee pan together with a Berghoff Euro 
cast 28.5cm flat grill teppanyaki plate

3168 +VAT Boxed Mason 4 piece glass canister set

3169 +VAT Approximately 10 click freezer ware 
branded jackets in navy blue

3170 +VAT Approximately 10 click freezer ware 
branded trousers in navy blue

3171 +VAT Bag containing mixed items including 
unicorn plastic storage boxes, cooker hood filter 
set etc

3172 +VAT Bag containing Kong play pack, stationery 
set, pens, till roll etc

3173 Box of small handheld storage caddies

3174 Bag containing ladies denim jeans

3175 Bag containing ladies denim jeans

3176 Bag of used ladies shoes
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3177 +VAT X-Design backpack, plus grey expedition 
hiking backpack

3178 +VAT Boxed Samsung Jet 70 series cordless 
stick vacuum cleaner

3179 +VAT Boxed Samsung Jet 70 series cordless 
stick vacuum cleaner

3180 +VAT Boxed Shark duo cordless vacuum 
cleaner with anti hair wrap

3181 +VAT Boxed Shark duo cordless vacuum 
cleaner with anti hair wrap

3182 +VAT Boxed Shark duo cordless vacuum 
cleaner with anti hair wrap

3183 +VAT Boxed Shark duo cordless vacuum 
cleaner with anti hair wrap

3184 +VAT Shark cordless vacuum cleaner with anti 
hair wrap (Pet model)

3185 Bionaire humidifier

3186 +VAT Samsung Jet 70 series cordless vacuum 
cleaner (Unboxed)

3187 +VAT Unboxed Dyson V8 animal cordless 
vacuum cleaner with 1 cleaning head, pole, 
charger and 3 accessories

3188 Dyson V8 animal cordless vacuum cleaner with 
1 head attachment, charger, pole and 2 other 
accessories

3189 Dyson cordless vacuum cleaner with pole, head 
attachment, wall dock, charger and 2 
accessories

3190 +VAT Boxed Bissell spot clean pro heat carpet 
and upholstery washer

3191 +VAT Boxed Bissell spot clean pro heat carpet 
and upholstery washer

3192 +VAT Boxed Bissell spot clean pro heat carpet 
and upholstery washer

3193 +VAT Boxed Mecco 1056 AC room air circulator

3194 +VAT Boxed Mecco 1056 AC room air circulator

3195 +VAT Boxed Mecco 1056 AC room air circulator

3196 +VAT 3 boxed Hoover H Handy 700 cordless 
vacuum cleaners

3197 +VAT 2 unboxed Hoover H Handy vacuum 
cleaners together with a Black and Decker dust 
buster

3198 +VAT Boxed NSA dual power cool 12"/30cm 
standard fan

3199 +VAT Boxed power glide aircraft cordless floor 
cleaner

3200 +VAT 4 boxed and 1 unboxed Woozoo desk 
fans

3201 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole, 
hose and bag of attachments

3202 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole, 
hose and bag of attachments

3203 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner together with 
hose and pole

3204 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner together with 
hose and pole

3205 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner together with 
hose and no pole

3206 +VAT Box containing approximately 20 mixed 
ladies wet suits

3207 Numatic vacuum cleaner with hose and pole

3208 +VAT Unboxed aircraft hard floor cleaner with 
bag of pads

3209 Box containing Dyson clean and tidy kit together 
with similar Dyson hand held hoover 
accessories

3210 Box containing a large quantity of measures

3211 +VAT Bissell steam mop

3212 +VAT Boxed Bissell cross wave all in one multi 
surface cleaner

3213 Upright Bissell multi surface cleaning system

3214 +VAT Upright Bissell multi surface cleaning 
system

3215 +VAT G Tech mark 2 cordless vacuum cleaner 
with charger

3216 Vax power compact vacuum cleaner

3217 Bissell cross action brush carpet cleaner

3218 Bissell hydro wave carpet cleaner

3219 Electrolux cyclone upright vacuum cleaner

3220 Vax dual power upright vacuum cleaner

3221 +VAT Miele vacuum cleaner with pole

3222 +VAT Miele vacuum cleaner with pole

3223 Miele compact vacuum cleaner with pole

3224 +VAT Shark duo clean anti hair wrap vacuum 
cleaner

3225 +VAT Shark duo clean anti hair wrap vacuum 
cleaner

3226 +VAT Shark duo clean anti hair wrap vacuum 
cleaner

3227 +VAT Shark duo clean vacuum cleaner (Pet 
model)

3228 Vax upright vacuum cleaner

3229 +VAT 2 boxed Shark steam pocket mops
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3230 +VAT Bosch flexo series 4 cordless vacuum 
cleaner

3231 +VAT NSA dual power standard fan

3232 +VAT NSA touch safe standard fan

3233 Dyson root soak line upright vacuum cleaner

3234 Power steam mop

3235 Electric steam mop

3236 Dyson DC33 upright vacuum cleaner

3237 Dyson cyclone vacuum cleaner

3238 +VAT Small box of Henry accessories

3239 +VAT 4 x 125ml bottles of Davidoff core water 
wave (3 boxed, 1 unboxed)

3240 +VAT 5 x 100ml bottles of One Million Paco 
Rabanne

3241 +VAT 2 x 100ml bottles of Burberry Weekend for 
men together with a 100ml bottle of VIP Men by 
Carolina Herrera

3242 +VAT 5 x 100ml bottles of Calvin Klein Man (3 
boxed, 2 unboxed)

3243 +VAT Bag of Kirkland golf balls

3244 +VAT Philips Sonicare 5100 toothbrush together 
with a Braun 4D blade shaver

3246 +VAT Portable heater plus 2 Phillips One Tool 
shavers, Phillips shaver, Braun shaver, and 
toothbrush

3247 +VAT 9 Exclusive line kitchen knifes

3248 Cased stainless steel barbeque utensil set

3249 +VAT Philips all in one trimmer together with a 
Philips Sonicare 4500 power toothbrush

3250 Swiss Tech Switzerland branded 9 piece 
stainless steel knife set

3251 +VAT Joseph Joseph 6 piece knife set

3252 O'Neill branded Lumbar flex panel child's wet 
suit

3253 +VAT Silver Samsonite hard shell 2 piece 
luggage set

3254 +VAT Blue Samsonite hard shell luggage case 
set

3255 +VAT Large hard shelled Samsonite suitcase

3256 +VAT 3 American Tourister cabin cases in blue, 
pink and yellow

3257 +VAT 2 silver Samsonite hard shell cabin cases

3258 +VAT Blue hard shell American Tourister 
luggage case

3259 +VAT Blue hard shell American Tourister 
luggage case

3260 +VAT Black hard shell American Tourister 
luggage case

3261 +VAT Black hard shell American Tourister 
luggage case

3262 +VAT Blue Samsonite 2 piece hard shell 
luggage case set

3263 +VAT Rock black 2 piece hard shell luggage 
case set

3264 +VAT American Tourister black hard shell 
luggage case

3265 +VAT Samsonite grey 2 piece hard shell 
luggage case set

3266 +VAT Samsonite purple 2 piece hard shell 
luggage case set

3267 +VAT Boxed Samsonite silver 2 piece hard shell 
luggage case set

3268 +VAT Samsonite grey 2 piece hard shell 
luggage set

3269 +VAT Samsonite grey hard shell luggage case

3270 +VAT Black Samsonite 2 piece hard shell 
luggage case set

3271 +VAT Black Samsonite 2 piece hard shell 
luggage case set

3272 +VAT Black Samsonite 2 piece hard shell 
luggage case set

3274 +VAT Large American Tourister black hard shell 
luggage case

3275 +VAT Large American Tourister black hard shell 
luggage case

3276 +VAT Black American Tourister hard shell cabin 
case

3277 +VAT Grey Samsonite 2 piece hard shell 
luggage case set

3278 +VAT Sleep philosophy 6.8kg weighted blanket

3279 +VAT 2 packs of Flash speed mops

3280 North Face serge 2 back pack

3281 +VAT Titan deep freezer bag together with a 
Titan 4L flask and 2 Titan cool bags on trolleys

3282 +VAT Samsonite backpack, red sports bag, and 
Keep Cool shopping bag

3283 Box containing 10 Mamma Go Go pouches

3284 2 bags of various cosmetics including nail 
varnishes, make up together with a bag of 
various lotions including Simple gentle care 
shampoo, Vaseline etc
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3285 Box containing a large quantity of various 
cosmetics including Sudocrem, Loreal hair dye 
etc

3286 Bag containing 2 pairs of DKNY XXL ladies 
tracksuit bottoms

3287 Box of Kirkland kids 4 piece pyjama sets

3288 Box containing Games of Throne card game, 
007 trivial pursuit, Buzz Lightyear scenery game

3289 2 boxes containing wooden coat hangers, 
wooden rack, Christmas stocking etc

3290 Bag containing medium length pearl design 
curtains with ties

3291 +VAT Box containing approx. 30 pairs of reading 
glasses

3292 +VAT Firm double duvet cover set including 
duvet cover and 2 pillow cases

3293 Box containing Live, Love, Lounge 2 piece 
ladies loungewear sets

3294 Bestway family pool

3295 +VAT 4 boxed Ottlite wellness series lights

3296 +VAT Queen grand light plus blanket together 
with a night owl junior duvet set

3297 Box of white disposable cups together with a 
Christmas tree

3298 8 trays of mixed miscellaneous items, medical 
wear, golf balls, etc.

3299 2 bags containing gold coloured drinking cups, 
water bottles etc

3300 +VAT 2 piece nesting storage crates

3301 +VAT 2 American Tourister cabin cases in blue 
and purple

3302 Suitcase containing floral themed curtains 
together with a box of bags

3303 +VAT 2 boxes of QI standard wireless charger 
and small humidifiers

3304 +VAT 3 boxes of language flash cards

3305 +VAT Box containing erasable smart notebooks

3306 +VAT Box containing moustache shaped hip 
flasks

3307 +VAT Box containing 6 piece essential oil sets

3308 +VAT Box of pet hair removers

3309 +VAT 3 boxes of knee braces

3310 +VAT Box of UV cell phone disinfection boxes

3311 +VAT 3 boxes of cycling gloves

3312 Box containing boxed Ottlite alarm clocks (1 
boxed and 2 unboxed) plus 2 unboxed Ottlite 
lights

3313 +VAT 2 boxes of height increasing insoles

3314 Box containing a quantity of glue sticks

3315 +VAT Grey furred dog bed

3316 +VAT Box containing approx. 24 pairs of ladies 
sunglasses

3317 Box containing mixed household items

3318 +VAT 2 boxes of professional live stream selfie 
lights

3319 +VAT 6 cushions

3320 Box containing Santa's naturals candles 
together with a box of mosquito repellent items

3321 +VAT 4 bags of protective light weight face 
shields

3322 +VAT 5 magnetic whiteboards

3323 5 bags of mixed cosmetics

3324 +VAT Bag containing 9 pairs of Pretty Little 
Thing red joggers, all size small

3325 Bag containing a large quantity of Harrier 
Classic work trousers

3326 Bag of mixed ladies clothing

3327 Balloon arch

3328 3 bags of mixed clothing

3329 Pair of ladies fur lined waterproof boots together 
with a boxed pair of black leather boots

3330 2 bags of mixed clothing together with a bag of 
House of Holland underwear

3331 Bag containing miscellaneous items to include 
ladies wigs, incense sticks, candle melts, 2 pink 
bags etc

3332 3 boxes of miscellaneous items to include hen 
night kits, bags etc

3333 2 boxes of balloons

3334 2 boxes containing ankle braces and height 
increase insoles

3335 2 boxes of cycling gloves

3336 2 boxes containing mixed kitchenware items 
including Le Creuset casserole dish, Le Creuset 
ware and mixed glassware

3337 Bag of beauty hand sanitiser and anti bac hand 
cleaner

3338 3 oversized wine glasses

3339 7 Frozen themed pyjama sets
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3340 +VAT Moses basket

3341 +VAT Boxed sharper image body scan

3342 Bag of various themed balloons

3343 +VAT Boxed Swann 20L hot water urn

3344 +VAT Stack of stationery filers

3345 +VAT Shiatsu neck and back massager together 
with a Mini Well massager, boxed multi tasking 
lap tray and 1 boxed and 1 unboxed all season 
car cushion

3346 +VAT 4 Kasa aqua leave water filters

3347 +VAT 4 Kasa aqua leave water filters

3348 5 wicker style baskets together with a boxed 
glass vase

3349 Box of wirework bird cages

3350 8 Bocca branded milk bottle sets

3351 2 boxes containing mixed coloured foil and 2 
glass vases

3352 8 boxed fish bowl style glass vases, 4 milk 
bottles, 3 large vases etc

3353 Bag containing 40 ladies thongs

3354 Box containing a large quantity of Tesco 48 
piece party packs

3355 +VAT Boxed Polti Vaporetto steam mop

3356 +VAT Box containing a quantity of boutique 
living bedsheets and duvets

3357 Large quantity of mixed coloured style netting 
and chair covers, napkins etc

3358 2 large oversized wirework bird cages with ivy 
decoration

3359 Large selection of boxed and unboxed air beds

3360 2 oriental themed hoodies

3361 Blue ladies dress together with a ladies Coast 
branded top

3362 +VAT Mamas and Papas cot bed

3363 +VAT Ford Bronco remote controlled rock 
climber

3364 Braus Roger Gracie jacket in white

3365 +VAT V-Tech Kiddie Zoom smart watch DX2

3366 Pair of Butler & Webb black leather shoes, size 
8

3367 Boxed pair of Meteor Invert adjustable inline 
skates

3368 Pair of Adidas Yeezy trainers, size 5

3369 +VAT 20kg ruck weight with 3 Everlast kettle 
bells and quantity of Quick Play weights

3370 Leg Magic exercise machine with mini mobility 
trainer

3371 Coopers exercise machine with 2 dumbbells and 
lifting bar

3373 +VAT Rampager ramp

3374 Power Vibe shake plate and compact massager

3375 Body Track treadmill

3376 Vibro Coach Vibropower machine

3377 +VAT Horizon Polar treadmill

3378 +VAT Nordic Track exercise bike

3379 +VAT Nordic Track exercise bike

3380 +VAT Nordic Track iPod compatible rowing 
machine

3381 Reviver mini exercise bike

3382 1st Degree Fitness Pacific Challenge AR rower

3383 +VAT 1.20m/47.2" 6kg weight bar

3384 +VAT Boxed Platinum Series 5.4x2.7m power 
steel framed swimming pool

3385 Wham-O slip and slide water slide

3386 Cat scratch tower

3387 +VAT Everlast boxing punch bags (no bolts)

3388 +VAT Under bay of mixed style inflatables incl. 
paddling pools, water slides, etc.

3389 Childs 3 wheel push along trike

3390 Wooden childs desk and chair with Thomas the 
Tank Engine ride on toy, scooter, wooden 
sledge and red sledge

3391 +VAT Bay of mixed childrens toys incl. swing 
ball sets, girls buggy, Washimal set, Mario Kart 
track set, etc.

3392 +VAT Quantity of mixed toys incl. Nerf guns, 
Fisher Price big pup, childs fireman outfit, swing 
ball set, etc.

3393 Box of childrens toys

3395 +VAT 4 large Disney Frozen bean bags

3396 +VAT Unboxed Ford Bronco remote control rock 
climber

3397 +VAT Vtech first steps baby walker

3398 +VAT Disney Ready to Play train set

3399 +VAT 3 Ford Bronco trucks, no remotes or 
chargers

3400 +VAT Childs small pink buggy
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3401 +VAT Boxed Lego Star Wars 75314 The Bad 
Batch attack shuttle

3402 +VAT Lego Technic 42128 heavy duty tow truck 
(box open)

3403 +VAT 4 clothes airers

3404 +VAT 2 boxed Black + Decker 3 tier heated 
airers

3405 +VAT 2 towel airers

3406 +VAT Miele Dynacool Series 120 upright fridge 
freezer

3407 Hisense black fridge freezer with built in water 
dispenser

3408 Zanussi upright fridge freezer

3409 Beko A-Class frost free 5 drawer larder freezer

3410 LEC fridge freezer

3411 +VAT Panasonic sensor cooking microwave

3412 Salter 28L oven with hob

3413 Polar ice machine

3414 +VAT Panasonic Eco NN.GD37HS inverter 
microwave

3415 +VAT Panasonic Genius microwave

3416 Neff integrated oven

3417 Bosch Classixx condenser dryer

3418 Miele under counter fridge

3419 +VAT Miele Eco under counter dish washer

3420 Zanussi washing machine

3421 +VAT Samsung Optimal Dry digital inverter 
tumble dryer

3422 +VAT Samsung Optimal Dry digital inverter 
tumble dryer (missing control knob)

3423 +VAT Miele T1 Eco and Steam 9kg washing 
machine

3424 +VAT Miele T1 Eco and Steam 9kg washing 
machine

3425 +VAT Miele T1 Eco and Steam 9kg washing 
machine

3427 Hotpoint Aquarius 8kg tumble dryer

3428 Under counter fridge

3429 Bosch Classixx 6 Vario Perfect washing 
machine

3430 +VAT Pair of modern table lamps with grey 
shade

3431 +VAT Pair of glass stemmed modern table 
lamps with brown shade

3432 +VAT Pair of glass stemmed modern table 
lamps with white shade

3433 Box containing large quantity of Cuisinart 4 
piece BBQ sets

3434 Box containing large quantity of Cuisinart 4 
piece BBQ sets

3435 Box containing large quantity of Cuisinart 4 
piece BBQ sets

3436 Box containing large quantity of Cuisinart 4 
piece BBQ sets

3437 Box containing large quantity of Cuisinart 4 
piece BBQ sets

3438 Box containing large quantity of Cuisinart 4 
piece BBQ sets

3439 Uplighter

3440 +VAT Boxed set of cordless Venetian vertical 
blinds (size 244cm (w) x 137cm (h)) with smaller 
pack of cordless vertical blinds (size 122cm (w) 
x 137cm (d))

3441 Boxed bin

3442 +VAT Pallet containing mixed crafting items

3443 +VAT Pallet containing mixed crafting items

3444 +VAT Pallet containing mixed crafting items

3445 +VAT Pallet containing mixed crafting items

3446 +VAT Pallet containing mixed crafting items

3447 +VAT Pallet containing mixed crafting items

3448 +VAT Pallet containing mixed crafting items

3449 +VAT Pallet containing mixed crafting items

3450 +VAT Pallet containing mixed crafting items

3451 +VAT Pallet containing mixed crafting items

3452 Bag containing various cosmetics

3453 Bag containing various cosmetics

3454 Selection of Nars makeup to include light 
reflecting foundation, natural radiant long wear 
foundation and highlighting powder

3455 Selection of powders, highlighters and bronzers 
to include MUA, MAC, Ciate, Trinny London, etc

3456 Selection of Charlotte Tilbury cosmetics to 
include lip cheat, 2in1 lipstick, beautifual skin 
founation, magic night cream, airbrush flawless 
foundation and Hollywood flawless filter

3457 Selection of false eyelashes in various styles

3458 +VAT Paco Rabanne pure xs eau de parfum 
30ml together with Flower by Kenzo eau de 
toilette 50ml
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3459 3 x Eve Lom Cleanser creme 200ml

3460 Selection of makeup to include Emolyne box 
sets, Dior addict lip tattoo tint, YSL mascara and 
Giorgio Armani primer

3461 Yves Saint Laurent dewy mist together with Dior 
forever skin glow & backstage pallet

3462 Selection of various eyeshadow palettes 
together with Sassy Saint brow lamination kit

3463 +VAT Selection of false eyelashes, eyelash glue 
and applicators

3464 +VAT Selection of bath products to include 
Lush, Bath Indulgence and O.B.Clothing Co

3465 +VAT Hard wax beans and spatulas together 
with Together Health supplements

3466 +VAT A bag containing 20x Ladies Grey Polo 
Neck Jumper Dresses in various sizes

3467 Bag containing sportswear from Adidas, Nike, 
Lyle & Scott and Sweaty Betty

3468 Bag containing clothing from Karen Millen, 
MNG, Pretty Green, Roman, and Azuriera

3469 Selection of clothing to include Boohoo, Coast, 
Misspap, ISawItFirst and Phase Eight

3470 Bag containing sportswear, including Adidas, 
Nike, Mckenzie etc

3471 +VAT A bag containing 20x Ladies Black Puma 
Sport Hoodies in various sizes

3472 Bag containing Oliver Bonas, Scamp & Dude, 
Lucy & Yak, LK Bennett, White Stuff, Pretty 
Green and Per Una clothing

3473 +VAT Bag containing selection of denimwear, 
including Noisy May, Gap, River Island, MNG 
etc

3474 Bag of loose boots and ankle boots

3475 2x Grey Weighted Blankets

3476 Smeg Espresso and Cappuccino maker

3477 +VAT Set of 8 Sophie Home seat cushion 
covers

3478 +VAT Mixed assortments of shoe innersoles

3479 +VAT Selection of various makeup bags 
together with Oliver Thomas toiletry gift set bag 
and Baylis & Harding toiletry gift set bag

3480 +VAT Mixed assortment of shoe innersoles

3481 +VAT Bag containing Zara and Stradivarius 
clothing

3482 +VAT Mixed assortment of shoe innersoles

3483 Boxed pair of Clarks x Disney children's city 
polkalo trainers size UK 9

3484 +VAT Home 13.5 tog hollowfibre double duvet

3486 +VAT 3 Pairs of women's shoes to include 2 
pairs of heels and one pair of boots, Sizes 6, 4 
and 8.

3487 Boxed pair of La Moda Jam Tarts knee high 
platform boots in white with red hearts, size 5

3488 Boxed pair of La Moda Seize the Power knee 
high platform boots in red, size 5 (some damage 
to box)

3489 +VAT Pair of women's Aldo high heels, Size 7

3490 +VAT Boxed pair of Adidas Stan Smith original 
black shoes, size 6 1/2

3491 +VAT Loake 1880 Goodyear welted rubber sole 
boots size 9

3492 +VAT One pair of men's Element shoes, Size 
6.5

3501 +VAT Disney Frozen II folding in line scooter

3502 +VAT 174 piece Artisit' painting and drawing box

3503 +VAT Swan 20L digital 800w microwave

3504 +VAT Tower 4.3L air fryer

3505 +VAT Bloomingville cloud wall shelf rack

3506 +VAT Seca extra large 813 digital scales

3507 +VAT Seca extra large 813 digital scales

3508 +VAT Lego Technic 42129 4 x 4 Mercedes-Benz 
Zetros trial truck (sealed)

3509 +VAT 3 Windstock poles, flat pack coat rack, 
Table-mate II and 2 packs paper

3510 +VAT Shooting stick and carry bag

3511 +VAT Ganz 4 wheel suitcase

3512 +VAT 11 packs of Tempo tissues and 4 assorted 
design cushions

3513 +VAT Large white pedal bin

3514 +VAT Tempur comport pillow

3515 +VAT Tempur comport pillow

3516 +VAT Box of 36 soft on nature toilet rolls and 
box containing large quantity of Z-fold white 
paper carrier bags

3517 +VAT Super King Tempur mattress protector, V-
shaped support cushion and pillowcase together 
with 4 small round cushions

3518 +VAT Martek life jacket Size XXL

3519 +VAT Bedsure comfy pet cushion/bed

3520 +VAT Vango Torridon Trek tent
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3521 +VAT Plant Guard electric bubble machine and 
childs toilet seat

3522 +VAT Knight flush ceiling spotlight, 2 slice 
toaster, metal screen and water fountain

3523 +VAT 40 x Trimex huggie woggie plush toys in 
blue and pink

3524 +VAT 40 x Trimex huggie woggie plush toys in 
blue and pink

3525 +VAT 40 x Trimex huggie woggie plush toys in 
blue and pink

3526 +VAT 40 x Trimex huggie woggie plush toys in 
blue and pink

3527 +VAT 20 x Trimex huggie woggie plush toys in 
blue and pink

3528 +VAT Selection of jigsaw puzzles, pop up tent, 
loose Lego, play tea set, chess & draughts and 
other toys

3529 +VAT Selection of soft cuddly toys including 
Frozen Olaf, TY bears etc

3530 +VAT Trivial Pursuit Lord of the Rings, Cobra 
Attack, Eye Spy, Iron Clay board game, Unlock! 
and other toys

3531 +VAT Crayola Inspiration Art case, activity 
magazines, party accessories, colouring pens, 
pencils, chalk, glue, plait, colouring books etc

3532 +VAT Kotobukiya Ichika Nakano collectable 
figure

3533 +VAT Collectable figures comprising :- SH 
Figuarts Silver Crow & Uzumarki Maruto, Marvel 
Legend Series Moon Knight and BTS j-hope

3534 +VAT 10 games including Harry Potter 
Pictionary Air, Spider-man vehicle, Align, 
Monopoly, jigsaws, Playmobil etc

3535 +VAT Selection of fancy dress costumes, hats, 
wigs and accessories

3536 +VAT Gel pens, Activity packs, jewelry kits, 
party accessories & bunting, colouring pens, 
pencils, clay, colouring books etc

3537 +VAT Selection of soft cuddly toys and dolls

3538 +VAT Selection of cards games including 
Oracle, Tarot, Uno etc

3539 +VAT 10 games including Pottery Wheel, 
Bubble Mower, Golden Balls, Dominoes, Polly 
Pocket etc

3540 +VAT 11 x Pop! vinyl collectable figures 
including Drogon, Roadhog, Candyman with 
Bees, Batman, The Arrow etc

3541 +VAT 11 toys including Glob Lab, Number 
Blocks, Dinosaur figure, Four in a row, 
inflatables etc

3542 +VAT Large bag of novelty toys, fidget pads, 
trophies, blocks etc

3543 +VAT Slazenger rounder bat, swimming 
goggles, table tennis net, gym ball, ear 
defenders, cricket set etc

3544 +VAT Cry Baby doll, Worry Monster, Star War 
figures, Paw Patrol & Ghostbuster vehicles, 
Disney figures, Barbie moped etc

3545 +VAT Hot Wheel vehicles, Star Wars D-O, super 
bikes, Pokemon construction kit etc

3546 +VAT Lego Marvel Venom 76187 model kit 
(sealed) and Airfix Volkswagen Beetle model kit

3547 +VAT 2 x Pokémon Elite Trainer Box 
'Celebrations' and 1 x Pokémon Elite Trainer 
Box 'Hidden Fates'

3548 +VAT Selection of collectable trading cards 
including Pokemon, Panini, Lego Create the 
World, Magic The Gathering, Gianluigi Buffon 
03/25 and more

3549 +VAT Collectable figures including Marvel 
Guardian of the Galaxy, Batman 'The Penguin', 
Sega model, Micro Aggression wrestling figures 
etc

3550 +VAT Collectable vehicles including Matchbox 
K-20 wreck truck, Dinky Toys 285 Merryweather 
Marquis Fire Tender, Days Gone Ltd Ed. circus 
truck. Exclusive First Editions buses and more

3551 +VAT Neca Reel Toys Alien 'Big Chap' Ultimate 
Edition figure

3552 +VAT Bachmann Concrete footbridge, Palitoy 
steam engine, Graham Farish train coaches and 
Station display

3553 Mega Blocks, Lego storage boxes, wooden 
shape sorters, puzzles, Early learning reading 
books etc

3554 +VAT Ethicon Echelon Flex 35 and 60 surgical 
devices and accessories (af)

3555 +VAT Large bag of household sundries, 
Oddballs bags, cookie cutters & kitchen utensils, 
hose attachments, glue gun, glow sticks, trinket 
box, picture frame etc

3556 +VAT Moth balls, Moth killer & freshener, Ant 
Bait stations, flash magic erasers, and mouse 
killer

3557 +VAT Baby bottle cleaner, leather colourant, 
Vinyl cleaner, rubber cleaner, super glue, shoe 
cleaner, Spa foam remover & stabilized chlorine 
granules etc

3558 +VAT Quantity of Nippon ant bait stations

3559 +VAT Large quantity of moth balls and Sachet 
moth killer and freshener
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3560 +VAT Large quantity of Flash magic erasers

3561 +VAT Large quantity of Oust descaler

3562 +VAT Bag of household sundries including 
Hozelock tap parts, Samsung water filter, 
Novelty survival kit, Wall clock, kitchen 
accessories, luggage scale, wallets etc

3563 +VAT Large bag of stationery and craft ware 
including notebooks, adhesive tape, pens, party 
accessories, fabrics, calculators etc

3564 +VAT Selection of Baby Bio plant feeds, Grass 
seed, rooting powder and Buxux, Rose & Orchid 
feeds

3565 +VAT Selection of glass & crockery including 
Lilliput Lane The Flying Scotsman, coffee mugs, 
glasses, silver plate candle holder, soap 
dispensers, pheasant ornaments etc

3566 +VAT 2 x 300mm x 100mm rolls of bubble wrap

3567 +VAT Large quantity of Rentokil moth balls and 
Acana sachet moth killer and freshener

3568 +VAT Large quantity of Nippon ant bait stations

3569 +VAT Large bag of household sundries, pet 
accessories, wallets, purse, kitchen accessories, 
Camry EH101 digital scales and more

3570 +VAT Selection of candles, tea lights, wax melts 
and incense

3571 +VAT Carpet stain remover, air fresheners, 
Wash scent booster, Jewellery care kit, 
disinfectant, shoe polish & wax, bed bug traps, 
fly traps, descaler etc

3572 +VAT Philips CorePro LED bulbs, Bell Squirrel 
cage bulbs, A55 halogen lamps, Polaris & 
Osram light bulbs and Xmas string lights

3573 +VAT Wax melts, tea lights, wax burner, incense 
and scented candles

3574 +VAT Large assortment of various size and 
wattage light bulbs

3575 +VAT Selection of scented candles including 
Imperial Candles, Holistic London, Akari 
Candles, Wild Planet, La Bellafee and others

3576 +VAT Diptyque Bougie Parfumee scented 
candle 190g, Maison Margiela Bougie parfumee 
replica 165g and Neom Complete Bliss scented 
candle 185g

3577 +VAT Yankee Christmas Eve scented candle, 
Utique scented candle, Collingwood Cedar, 
Birch & Vetiver scented candle and The Little 
Diffuser Co diffuser set

3578 +VAT Christian Dior 30 Montaigne & The 
Osmanthus scented candle set, Disney Winnie 
the Pooh Honey Blossom scented candle and 
Honey Blossom diffuser set

3579 +VAT Shower shine, disinfectant, sticky stuff 
remover, descaler, diffuser oils, washing 
machine cleaner, air freshener etc

3580 +VAT Baby Bio, Miracle Gro and other plant 
feeds

3581 +VAT Cat, Dog & Poultry treatments and ant 
killer

3582 +VAT Large bag of household sundries, security 
card wallets, portable wireless speaker, pet 
harness, bag in bags, hip flask, badges, CD 
player, ink well etc

3583 +VAT Large bag of household sundries, Porsche 
water bottles, Samsung water filters, stationery, 
craft ware, refuse sacks etc

3584 +VAT Healthcare products including Philips & 
ResMed Respironics accessories, Skyrizi pen 
demo kti, Heart Smart start pads, anti snoring 
aids, hearing aids, injury & compression 
supports, medical tape, heat pads, face masks 
etc

3585 +VAT Ice Hockey puck, Titleist AP2 golf club 
heads, golf club head covers, resistance bands, 
Oakley (used) ski goggles, swimming goggles, 
darts etc

3586 +VAT Shakespeare Super Condex fishing reel, 
line, hooks, flies, feeders, scissor set and other 
fishing accessories

3587 +VAT Bag containing touch lamp, torches and 
various light bulbs

3588 +VAT Nest, Stoneglow & Bee Fayre reed 
diffuser sets

3589 +VAT Selection of scented candles, wax melts 
and tea lights

3590 +VAT Selection of crockery including Coalport 
owl plates, Zebra wall ornament, fragrance 
bottle, Tea diffuser pot, planter etc

3591 +VAT Morphy Richards Nutri Fusion, 2 kettles 
and Smart Robot

3592 +VAT BaBylis Rose-Quartz 38mm Tong and 
BaBylis Big Hair brush, wax pot and nail dryer

3593 +VAT Ice super fast hair dryer and Ice hair 
waver

3594 +VAT Ice Curling tongs and Remington Wet 2 
straight Pro

3595 +VAT Envie hair dryer, Ko:Kou Ionic Turbo hair 
dryer and 2 sets of hair straighteners
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3596 +VAT Home flea killer pack, Flashing doorbell, 
wall light and outdoor string lights

3597 +VAT Philips Sonicare 7900 Series toothbrush

3598 +VAT Amika Hair blow dryer brush (used)

3599 +VAT Amika Hair blow dryer brush (used)

3600 +VAT Amika Hair blow dryer brush (used)

3601 +VAT Amika Hair blow dryer brush (used)

3602 +VAT Amika Hair blow dryer brush (used)

3603 +VAT Heavy ankle training weights and exercise 
mat

3604 +VAT Pedaltrain Classic PRO shoulder bag

3605 +VAT Blow up bed with pump

3606 +VAT Crafty Junior make a friend Unicorn, Cars 
figurine set and quantity of Chinese kids books

3607 +VAT Henry AS1 attachment kit, Vileda mop, tie 
on seat pad and Darla ivory lamp shade

3608 +VAT Tweedmill pure wool multi colour cottage 
throw

3609 +VAT Tweedmill pure wool multi colour cottage 
throw

3610 +VAT Tweedmill pure wool multi colour cottage 
throw

3611 +VAT Double 10cm Mattress topper

3612 +VAT King size mattress topper and 3 various 
design cushions

3613 +VAT 3 tier storage rack, coal bucket and step 
stool

3614 +VAT Geo 60 paper liners, watercolour paper, 
Epson photo paper, card, tracing paper, postal 
tubes, picture, stickers etc

3615 +VAT 6kg kettlebell

3616 +VAT GANZ ABS Valiz Orta Boy 4 wheel 
suitcase

3617 +VAT GANZ silver 4 wheel suitcase

3618 +VAT GANZ ABS Valiz Kucuk Boy 4 wheel 
suitcase

3619 +VAT Dyson Airwrap complete hair styler

3620 +VAT 2 x 7kg dumb bells

3621 +VAT 3 pillows and Pink Octopus soft toy

3622 +VAT Approx 40 hangers, 5 tier shoe rack, 
framed picture, broom handles, long handle 
dusters etc

3623 +VAT Health care Brava products including 
elastic tape, protective seals, elastic tape belt, 
powder, skin barrier cream etc together with 4 
sharpie bins

3624 +VAT Box of 12 plain white coffee mugs

3625 +VAT Leopard pattern door mat, bath mat, 
booster cushion, waterproof cushions and 
armchair cushion covers

3626 +VAT Picnic blanket, towels, pillowcases, Friend 
blanket, wipe down table cloth, 59x119" curtain 
and Thermal eyelet curtains 90x72" etc

3627 +VAT 2 navy blue garden bench tie on cushions 
and Grey garden swing seat cushion

3628 +VAT 10 lengths of lawn edging, Gourmet 
mushroom grow kit, Bird feeder, expanding 
hose, lawn seed and garden pop up bin

3629 +VAT 2 whistling kettles, Aquaphor water filter, 
Mushroom cocktail glass, Mortar & Pestle etc

3630 +VAT RDX Skin X knee supports, Ridge Cuff 
pouch, Push up handles, foam roller, 
Trampoline nets and safety pad

3631 +VAT Large selection of cosmetics to include 
toners, moisturisers, face creams, hand creams, 
etc

3632 +VAT Large selection of toiletries to include 
lotion, face wash, body wash, shower gel, etc

3633 +VAT Selection of hair products to include clay 
wax, hair whip, heat protectant, hair plumper, etc

3634 +VAT Selection of various shampoos and 
conditioners to include Bed Head, OGX, Cat 
Walk, Alpecin, etc

3635 +VAT Selection of Kerastase toilitries to include 
shampoos, hair mask and hair elixers

3636 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include baby 
wipes, cotton wool pads, sanitary towels, 
tampons, etc

3637 +VAT Selection of various soaps, bath bombs, 
bath salts and candles

3638 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include Paula's 
Choice, Lancome Paris, Paco Rabanne, 
Elizabth Arden, etc

3639 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include Lush, 
Fiils, The Pure Collection, Revlon Professional, 
Christophe Robin

3640 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include Winter in 
Venice gift set, Christophe Robin, Sanctuary 
Spa, Templespa, etc

3641 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include Erno 
Laszlo, Christophe Robin, Chantecaille, Ash 
Beauty, Arbonne Intelligence, etc
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3642 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include Paula's 
Choice, Lancome, Kerastase, Drunk Elephant, 
Heimish, Space NK, etc

3643 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include Ouai, Zo 
Skin, Heimish, Neon, Olehenriksen, etc

3644 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include Kiehl's, 
Murad, Medik8, Christophe Robin, L'Occitane, 
etc

3645 +VAT Selection of various hair brushes, make 
up brushed, hair accessories, etc

3646 +VAT Selection of men's toiletries to include 
quenching gel, eye cream, shave gel, etc

3647 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include wax 
stripes, first aid cream, heat activated pads, skin 
tag remover kits, etc

3648 +VAT Selection of Eve Lom cosmetics to include 
moisture cream, kiss mix, rescue mask and 
cleanser creme

3649 +VAT Selection of various perfumes, body 
sprays, essential oils, etc

3650 +VAT Selection of Pattern toiletries to include 
intensive conditioner 384.5ml, hydration 
shampoo 289.8ml, leave in conditioner 289.8ml 
and styling cream 443.6ml

3651 +VAT Selection of Hidden cosmetics to include 
eyeshadow powder pigments, pigment mixing 
drops and prim and shine

3652 +VAT Selection of lip sticks and glosses to 
include Jefree Star, Mary Kay, Pixi, NYX, etc

3653 +VAT Selection of mascaras and eyebrow 
makeup to include Lashaura, Hourglass, 
Glossier, Sheglam, etc

3654 +VAT Selection of eyeshadows, blushes, 
powders and bronzers to include Sophia
+mabelle, Benefit, Laura Celler, Chantecaille, 
etc

3655 +VAT Selection of foundations, concealers, 
primers and fixing sprays to include Estee 
Lauder, Sheglam, Phoera, Benefit, etc

3656 +VAT Selection of Dior cosmetics to include eau 
sauvage deodorant, eyeliner, skin correct and 
forever foundation

3657 +VAT Selection of Yves Saint Laurent makeup 
to include foundations, lotion, creme, lip blot, etc

3658 +VAT Selection of Giorgio Armani makeup to 
include foundations and lip sticks

3659 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include Espa, La 
Roche-Posay, Paula's Choice, Niod, Ava Estell, 
etc

3660 +VAT Selection of Soul Scented self love 
essentials bath salts in various scents

3661 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include Kenzo, 
Drunk Elephant, Cosmedix, Living Proof, Pixi, 
etc

3662 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include Laura 
Ashley, Murad, Ghost, Lumin, Liz Earle, etc

3663 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include Venn, 
Cath Kidston, Ouai, The Organic Pharmacy, 
Bamford, etc

3664 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include Biosance, 
Murad, Briogeo, Pai, Aromatherapy, etc

3665 +VAT Selection of toothbrushes, tooth brush 
replacement heads, teeth whitener, toothpaste, 
flossers, etc

3666 +VAT Selection of various sun creams & lotions 
to include Nivea, Bondai Sands, Hawaiian 
Tropic, etc

3667 +VAT Large selection of various The Body Shop 
toiletries

3668 +VAT Selection of various lip care products and 
deodorants

3669 +VAT Selection of various foot packs, eye 
masks, facial masks, etc

3670 +VAT Selection of men's toiletries to include 
Molton Brown, Bull Dog, Viking Storm, FFS, etc

3671 +VAT Large selection of false lashes, lash glue 
and applicators

3672 +VAT Selection of acrylic nails, gel nail varnish, 
nail powder, nail files ,etc

3673 +VAT Selection of makeup brushes, hair 
brushes, exfoliating sponges, etc

3674 +VAT Selection of Revolution cosmetics to 
include blemish lotion, daily serum, eye shadow 
palettes, etc

3675 +VAT Selection of toiletries to include healing 
ointment, deep freeze, moisturiser, muscle 
relief, etc

3676 +VAT Selection of tanning products to include 
Skinny Tan, Filter, St. Tropez, etc

3677 +VAT Selection of razors and razor replacement 
heads

3678 +VAT Selection of makeup bags in various 
designs

3679 +VAT Selection of soaps, bath salts, bath 
bombs, scented beads, etc

3680 +VAT Selection of essential oils, perfumes, body 
sprays, etc
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3681 +VAT Selection of Trilogy cosmetics to include 
mineral radiance mask, eye gel, resurfacing 
serum, rosehip oil and cleansing gel

3682 +VAT Selection of cosmetics to include 
Facetheory, Estee Lauder, Hermes and 
Shisedio

3683 +VAT Selection of Tropic cosmetics to include 
body wash, sensitive shave, colour palette, skin 
feast and lip love

3684 +VAT Selection of REN cosmetics to include 
elixir, renewal mask, rescue mask, gel cream 
and daily aha tonic

3685 +VAT Selection of Clinique cosmetics to include 
lotion, facewash, makeup, etc

3686 +VAT Selection of Elemis cosmetics to include 
daily defence shield, superfood, serum, 
cleansing balm, etc

3687 +VAT Selection of Clarins cosmetics to include 
multi active jour, radiance cream, oil balm, etc

3688 +VAT Selection of Laura Mercier cosmetics to 
include translucent loose setting powder, body 
cream and flawless fusion foundation

3689 +VAT Selection of Charlotte Tilbury cosmetics to 
include foundation, contour, serum, lip liner, etc

3690 +VAT Large Selection of The Ordinary beauty 
products

3691 +VAT Selection of Olaplex hair care products

3692 +VAT Selection of Olaplex hair care products

3693 +VAT Selection of wigs, hair extensions and wig 
caps

3694 +VAT Selection of dummies, cotton wool pads, 
panty liners, etc

3695 +VAT Selection of various shampoos, 
conditioners and hair masks

3696 +VAT Selection of various moisturisers, body 
lotions, hand creams, etc

3697 +VAT Selection of various hair styling products 
to include heat protectant, sea salt spray, curl 
enhancer, etc

3698 +VAT Selection of hand soaps, shower gels, 
bodywash, cleansers, etc

3699 +VAT Large selection of permanent hair dye 
kits, semi permanent dyes, bleach, etc

3700 +VAT 2 x Revive Collagen premium liquid 
marine collagen drink supplement packs (one 
sealed, other one only contains 2 sachets)

3701 +VAT Professional trimmer suit GP-8188 
together with Scholl expert care foot device

3702 +VAT Selection of Suqqu make up to include 
eye shadow palettes, pure colour blush and 
comfort lip fluid fogs

3703 +VAT Selection of Jillian Dempsy makeup to 
include beauty bar, khol liner, lid tint and 
makeup brush

3704 +VAT Selection of eyebrow makeup to include 
Anastasia Beverly Hills, REFY, Rose Inc, etc

3705 +VAT Selection of eyeliners and mascaras to 
include Urban Decay, Maybeline, Eyeko, etc

3706 +VAT Selection of foundations, concealers and 
primers to include Fenty, Veil, Revolution, Mary 
Kay, etc

3707 +VAT Selection of bronzers, powders, 
highlighters and blushers to include Mary Kay, 
Elika Beauty, Sheglam, etc

3708 +VAT Selection of lipsticks and glosses to 
include Mary Kay, NYX, Mario, etc

3709 +VAT Selection of eye shadows to include 
Natasha Denona Fenty, Deborah, etc

3710 +VAT Selection of various Nars makeup

3711 +VAT Selection of various MAC and Huda 
Beauty makeup

3712 +VAT Selection of Cle de Peau Beaute 
cosmetics to include luminizing face enhancer, 
long lasting hydrating veil and radiant fluid 
foundations

3713 +VAT Selection of Yves Saint Laurent cosmetics 
to include dewy mist, glow in balm, lip & cheek 
tint, bare look tint, blotting lotion and lipstick

3714 +VAT Selection of cosmetic to include Dior, 
Chanel, Estee Lauder and Givenchy

3715 +VAT 4 square pillows together with a U shaped 
pillow

3716 +VAT Selection of various items to include pet 
related items, large grey mat, vacuum cleaner 
pipe, hair dryer, etc

3717 +VAT Dyson pure part, clothes hangers, vacuum 
pack bags, Egg pushchair parts, etc

3718 +VAT Selection of outdoor related items to 
include Fjern camping mat & sleeping bag, 
portable heaters, backpack, string, etc

3719 +VAT Selection of various items to include 
Leather care kit, radiator brushes, Flash dust 
magnets, lint rollers, etc

3720 +VAT Selection of home decor items to include 
sunset lamps, chopping board, hedgehog 
ornament, artificial flowers, etc

3721 +VAT Bed Linen, blankets, towels, posture 
cushion, etc
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3722 +VAT Selection of sporting related items to 
include tennis balls, boxing gloves, skipping 
rope, golf balls, golf bag, etc

3723 +VAT Large bag containing Ward Garden water 
butt connector kits

3724 +VAT Selection of kitchen related items to 
include Smol bottles, dip serving tray, piping 
bags, drinks bottles, water cartridge, etc

3725 +VAT Selection of stationary and craft related 
items to include fabric, wool balls, needle felt 
tiger kit, Sea Salt Cornwall tote bags, etc

3726 +VAT 6 x Cot bed fitted sheets, weighted kids 
blanket, 2 x Sass & Belle tableware sets, chalk 
board and small blanket

3727 +VAT Large bag of household sundries, First 
Day cover album, tape, Adnams beer pump 
badge, assorted flags, mini canvases, Wreath 
etc

3728 +VAT Single mattress protectors, Cat design 
cushion, 2 packs chair covers, door stop, non 
slip mat, hot water bottle, blankets and table 
runners

3729 +VAT Dyson, Henry & other vacuum spare poles 
and heads

3730 +VAT Super King, Double & single duvet sets, 
various size fitted & flat sheets, pillowcases and 
Box of napkins

3731 +VAT Selection of Jimikki Kammal fabrics

3732 +VAT 3 set of ring top curtains

3733 +VAT Lacoste crossover bag, Roka backpack, 
Gymshark holdall, Herschel backpack, gift bags, 
tote bag etc

3734 +VAT Fabric care kits, universal car seat covers, 
A4 sketch pad, Sentimental Heart frames, 
collapsible canes, incense burner etc

3735 +VAT Garden furniture care kit, roll of 
galvanized wire, Solar garden lights, weed 
control fabric etc

3736 +VAT Garden furniture and gazebo covers

3737 +VAT Picture frames, artificial flowers, radiator 
brushes, spectacle wipes, mop heads, bunting, 
coloured card and sundry items

3738 +VAT Fitted sheets, variety of cushions covers, 
tea towels, bathroom towels, tie on seat pads 
and napkins

3739 +VAT Dyson, Henry & other vacuum hose, pipes 
and accessories

3740 +VAT Bow & Arrow Zebra 6' 3" fly rug with 
mask, Acavallo Opera one size stirrups and 
Equinepatch wraps

3741 +VAT Selection of water bottles, travel mugs 
and Lifesaver bottle

3742 +VAT Selection of fabrics, wool, cotton, knitting 
machine, tailor scissors etc

3743 +VAT Boxing gloves, head pad & lower body 
protection, grappling training gloves, foam roller, 
waist twister, back stretching rack, hockey blade 
guards, shuttlecocks, knee support etc

3744 +VAT Pull up trainers, Babymoov Baby bed, cot 
bumper set, play mat, inflatable paddling pool, 
Silicone bib & tableware, Baby Boosa, Soft toy 
owl etc

3745 +VAT Blueseventy wet suit Size WMS

3746 +VAT Snuggly Pod bed canopy

3747 +VAT Mango & Marble candle holder, 2 bamboo 
drawer dividers, wicker basket, wardrobe 
dehumidifiers, radiator duster, African women 
candle holders and gift boxes

3748 +VAT Water butt connector kits, grill brushes, 
metal wall flower, pond telescopic pole, LED 
lantern, Solar lamp, tent poles etc

3749 +VAT Herschel Marvel Studio backpack, Adidas 
drawstring bag and other storage bags

3750 +VAT ResMed, Philips & F&P airfit face masks, 
first aid kits, injury supports and Transanal 
irrigation set

3751 +VAT Aluminum griddle pan, bamboo bowl set, 
filter paper, Portable blender, 16 pce cutlery set, 
wavy edge bread knife, steak knives, ice blocks 
etc

3752 +VAT Bestways Dream chaser teddy bear air 
bed

3753 +VAT Pallet containing mixed adult clothing

3754 +VAT Selection of Zara, Pull & Bear and 
Bershka trousers and denimwear (bagged)

3755 +VAT Selection of Zara, and Pull & Bear 
clothing (bagged)

3756 +VAT Selection of denimwear, including River 
Island, Fatface, New Look etc

3757 +VAT Selection of sportswear, including Nike, 
Adidas, Umbro, Puma etc

3758 +VAT Selection of swimwear, including Pacific 
Republic, Pac Sun, Freya, Casa Raki, Pretty 
Little Thing etc

3759 +VAT Selection of clothing, including Pretty 
Green, Warehouse, Urban Outfitters, Layers 
Paris, Fatface etc

3760 +VAT Selection of clothing, including Oh Polly, 
Sosandar, Phase Eight, River Island, etc
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3761 +VAT Bag containing selection of Roman and 
Dusk clothing, all size 16

3762 +VAT Bag containing selection of Roman and 
Dusk clothing, all size 12

3763 +VAT Selection of bags

3764 +VAT Bag containing selection of underwear

3765 +VAT Ponch changing robe in camo shell with 
mint green fleece, size medium

3766 +VAT Mulberry Plaque small zip coin pouch 
(boxed)

3767 +VAT Cefinn green moire print Emerson loose 
maxi long sleeve shirt dress, size 12 (hanging)

3768 +VAT Massimo Dutti textured coat in grey and 
brown, size medium (hanging)

3769 +VAT Bag containing two pairs of Anine Bing 
Sonya jeans, both size 27

3770 +VAT Pallet containing mixed adult clothing

3771 +VAT Bag containing clothing from Zara & 
Bershka, including tops, jeans, skirts etc

3772 +VAT Bag containing denimwear including 
Levis, Pretty Little Thing, Fatface, BDG etc

3773 +VAT Bag containing sportswear, including 
Nike, Adidas, Kappa, Umbro, Woodworm, 
Raging Bull, Sweaty Betty etc

3774 +VAT Bag containing accessories, including 
scarves, gloves, belts etc

3775 +VAT Bag containing underwear

3776 +VAT Bag containing selection of Shein clothing

3777 +VAT Bag containing selection of clothing, 
including Hugo Boss, Ralph Lauren, Crew 
Clothing Company, Bank Roll Baby and 
Absolutely Bear

3778 +VAT Bag containing swimwear, including 
Bravissimo, Collusion, Zara etc

3779 +VAT Bag containing dresses from Me & Em, 
Laura Ashley, Motel and Pretty Little Thing

3780 +VAT Bag containing clothing from Daisy Street, 
Fatface, Saint & Sofia, Atelier & Other Stories 
and Punkrave

3781 +VAT Michael Kors small backpack in black 
(some signs of previous use)

3782 +VAT Silk Maison boxed silk nightgown, size 
medium

3783 +VAT Balmain Paris black logo t shirt, size small 
(hanging)

3784 +VAT Gucci black baseball cap, size medium, 
with box and dustbag

3785 +VAT Giorgio Armani beauty boxed cosmetics 
bag in red

3786 +VAT Hugo Boss black holdall

3787 +VAT Pallet containing adult mixed clothing

3788 +VAT Bag containing Zara and Pull & Bear 
clothing

3789 +VAT Bag containing denimwear, including 
Levis, Carhart, H&M etc

3790 +VAT Bag containing Nike and Adidas 
sportswear

3791 +VAT Bag containing sportswear, including 
Puma, Nike, Adidas, J. Lindberg etc

3792 +VAT Bag containing clothing from Mango, 
Crew Clothing Company, Karen Millen, House of 
Fraser, Pretty Little Thing, Barbour, Savida, 
River Island, French Connection, Hugo Boss, 
Atelier and Other Stories, Emery Rose, Marmot, 
and Vila

3793 +VAT Bag containing clothing from River Island, 
Maya Deluxe, Oasis, Coast, Pretty Little Thing, 
Oh Polly, Blue Vanilla, Miss Ord, and Roman

3794 +VAT Moschino cream puffer bag, some wear 
on front and back of bag and handle (pictured)

3795 +VAT Bag containng Azuriera blazer and skirts, 
XS and Medium

3796 +VAT LK Bennet pin-rose dress, size 10

3797 +VAT Trapstar hooded top, size medium

3798 +VAT Prada small black pouch (boxed)

3799 +VAT Pallet containing mixed adult clothing

3800 +VAT Bag containing Zara, Pull & Bear, and 
Bershka clothing

3801 +VAT Nike men's trainers, Size 8

3802 +VAT Men's Nike Air trainers, Size 8

3803 +VAT Uni sex white Nike air forces, no size label

3804 +VAT Men's adidas trainers in grey, size 7.5

3805 +VAT Men's Nike trainers in blue/yellow, size 
9.5

3806 +VAT Men's Nike trainers in grey, size N/A

3807 +VAT Men's white Adidas trainers in white, Size 
9

3808 +VAT Adidas trainers, Size 7

3809 +VAT Women's Adidas trainers, size 5

3810 +VAT Men's Nike trainers, size 10.5

3811 +VAT Men's Nike trainers, Size 9

3812 +VAT Men's Oakley boots size 8.5
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3813 +VAT Large quantity of sliders and sandals in 
used condition, brands such as Super Dry, 
Primark and Adidas

3814 +VAT Large quantity of mostly unbranded ladies 
sandals and sliders

3815 Small quantity of children's shoes, various 
brands to include George and Froddo

3816 +VAT Large quantity of women's shoes to 
include brands such as Toms and Daniela Mori

3817 +VAT Two pairs of women's high heels, brands 
to include Dune and Ganvito Rose, Sizes 7 and 
N/A

3818 +VAT One pair of grey Fila trainers, size 8

3819 +VAT One pair of alexander McQueen trainers, 
Size 4.5

3820 +VAT Two pairs of Veja trainers, Size 5 and 4

3821 +VAT One pair of Fila trainers, Size 9

3822 +VAT One pair of black fila trainers, size 8

3823 +VAT One pair of white adidas trainers, Size NA

3824 +VAT One pair of Nike men's football boots, 
Size 10.5

3825 +VAT One pair of brown Gianvito Rosse boots, 
size 9.5

3826 +VAT One pair of ladies black shoes by Gianvito 
Rossi, size NA

3827 +VAT One pair of classic lined pop strap clog 
crocs, size 6.5

3828 +VAT Two pairs of Primark trainers, size 11 and 
8

3829 +VAT One pair of women's leopard print flats, 
size NA

3830 +VAT One pair of unisex sock boots in black , 
size 9

3831 +VAT One pair of Doc Martin style shoes in 
purple size N/A

3832 +VAT Bag containing Zara, Pull & Bear, and 
Bershka clothing

3833 +VAT One pair of grey Adidas trainers, size 7

3834 +VAT One pair of Nike sliders in blue, size N/A

3835 +VAT Two pairs of ladies snow boots, one size 
12

3836 +VAT One pair of lady's black boots

3837 +VAT One pair of ladies Nike running shoes, 
size N/A

3838 +VAT One pair of ladies Nike running shoes, 
Size 8.5

3839 Two pairs of children's boots, one black one 
grey

3840 +VAT Large quantity of women's black boots in 
well used condition, brands to include Ugg and 
Chiarini

3841 +VAT Large quantity of men's shoes, brands to 
include Nike, Marimekko and others in a well 
used condition

3842 +VAT 3 pairs of men's boots, brands to include 
'Mil-Tec' and 'Hornb'. In a well used condition

3843 +VAT 5 pairs of black shoes, brands to include 
Primark and New Look

3844 Children's Nike trainers, size 5c

3845 Children's roller skate shoes, size 6

3846 +VAT Men's Nike football boots, size 9.5

3847 +VAT Women's BooHoo white high heels, size 
4.5

3848 +VAT Women's Givani shoes, size 6

3849 +VAT Women's Nike trainers, size 6

3850 +VAT One pair of ladies shoes by Pavers, size 6

3851 +VAT One pair of men's suit shoes, size 12 by 
Jackamo

3852 +VAT One pair of ladies shoes, size 6

3853 +VAT Bag containing denimwear, including 
Levis, River Island, Brave Soul, Bad Rhino etc

3854 +VAT Bag containing sportswear, including 
Nike, Under Armour, Adidas etc

3855 +VAT Bag containing clothing from Robell, 
Reiss, Atelier & Other Stories, Pretty Little 
Thing, Scotch & Soda, Sea Salt, Lucy & Yak, 
River Island, French Connection and Lacoste

3856 +VAT Bag containing clothing from Crew 
Clothing Company, Nobody's Child, Club 
London, Pretty Little Thing, Hobbs, Missguided, 
and Autograph

3857 +VAT Oliver Bonas pink asymetric placket 
jumpsuit, size 14 and two Oliver Bonas textured 
animal midaxi mesh dresses, one size 14, one 
size 16 (bagged)

3858 +VAT Bag containing selection of underwear

3859 +VAT Bag containing selection of socks

3860 +VAT Bag containing selection of Shein clothing

3861 +VAT Bag containing selection of hats

3862 +VAT Trapstar small messenger bag

3863 +VAT Selection of bags, wallets etc
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3864 +VAT Black Tommy Jeans badge hoodie, size 
small (hanging)

3865 +VAT Stone Island Primaloft button overshirt in 
navy blue, size XL (hanging)

3866 +VAT 2 pairs of mini chain loafers, one tan one 
brown, both size 38

3867 +VAT Bag of six paired women's high heel 
shoes (boxed), various styles and sizes, 
including Ego, Tamaris etc

3868 +VAT Two boxed pairs of men's shoe, Clarks 
Oliver Cap 2 size 8 1/2 and Reiker anti stress 
black shoes, size 43

3869 +VAT Four pairs of boxed sandals, various 
styles and sizes, including Skechers, H&B 
Boutique, Pacers etc

3870 +VAT Pair of boxed Bauer NS Youth skates, 
size 9 1/2

3871 +VAT Pair of boxed Riga 2 Sandals in navy size 
8

3872 +VAT Three boxed trainers from Caprice, Dek 
and Elise, sizes 6,6 and 5

3873 +VAT Four paired boxed womens shoes, 
various sizes and styles

3874 +VAT Bag containing pair of Toms men's 
canvas shoes size 13, Skechers women's black 
memory foam shoes size 5, and Tamaris black 
shoe, size 4

3875 +VAT Pair of Zara black ankle boots, size 6

3876 +VAT Pair of Zara chocolate brown ankle boots, 
size 7

3877 +VAT Pair of Zara brown fleeced ankle boots, 
size 8 with dustbag

3878 +VAT Pair of Zara brown ankle boots, size 8 
with dustbag

3879 +VAT Pair of Zara black knee length boots, with 
dustbag, size 5

3880 +VAT Two pairs of Adidas trainers and a pair of 
Adidas toe shoes (toe shoes are in used 
conditions), sizes 7 and 10

3881 +VAT Pair of Pai-Weite yellow and black street 
sneakers, euro size 40

3882 +VAT 9 pairs of sandals, various styles and 
sizes

3883 +VAT 6 pairs of women's shoes, various styles 
and sizes, including Nasty Gal, Zara etc

3884 +VAT Bag containing 9 pairs of women's shoes 
of various styles and sizes

3885 +VAT Mango limited edition leather ankle boots, 
Botin 619 in tan

3886 +VAT Bag containing four pairs of slippers, 
various styles and sizes

3887 +VAT Bag containing two pairs of unboxed 
men's shoes from Marks and Spencers (size 11) 
and Ecco (euro size 40)

3888 +VAT Bag containing four pairs of ladies' shoes, 
including two pairs of New Look shoes, various 
styles and sizes

3889 +VAT Bag containing three pairs of women's 
knee/ankle boots, used and new, various styles 
and sizes

3890 +VAT Bag containing two pairs of plimsoll shoes 
(both size 38) and one pair of garden shoes 
(size 7)

3891 +VAT 10ft x 10ft balsa circle, 2 John Lewis tie on 
seat pads and 3 various cushions

3892 +VAT 25 packs of Melitla coffee filters, Bialetti 
Moka Express, Mandolin slicer, parchment 
paper and fruit bowl with banana hook

3893 +VAT Large bag of household sundries, wall 
plaques, clip boards, ornaments, radiator 
brushes, artificial flowers, blank canvas etc

3894 +VAT Picnic blanket, cushion covers, Eyelet 
plain curtains, pillowcases, massage cushion, 
Magic gel pad, fabric care kits etc

3895 +VAT Me To You ornament, HP Photo paper, 
Leather care kit, Charcoal, Artist set, Headband 
magnifier, BT4600 big button phone, wicker 
basket etc

3896 +VAT F&P nasal mask, ResMed mask system, 
Cohesive bandage, TENS & Muscle stimulator, 
Waxed paper medicine pots, pill dispenser pots, 
HeartSine Pad-Pad & Padiatric-Pak etc

3897 +VAT 2 Wolf Gartan yard brush heads, Karcher 
pressure poles & brush head, lawn mower 
blades, BBQ grill parts, Ant Killer, rooting 
compound, water butt connector kits etc

3898 +VAT 2 sets pencil please curtains, large throw, 
various towels and tea towels

3899 +VAT G-tech, Dyson & other vacuum heads, 
hose and spare parts including dust bags

3900 +VAT Harrier free run vest, Petzl Grigri+, 
inflatable buoy, golf balls, boxing gloves, weight 
lifting belt, trekking sticks etc

3901 +VAT 40kg Arm force bar and 8kg kettlebell

3902 +VAT Double duvet sets, cushions, oven gloves, 
Sass & Belle bath mat, pillowcases, Eve Lom 
muslin cleansing cloths etc

3903 +VAT 3 sets of 4 M&S Maxim white wine 
glasses
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3904 +VAT Sass & Belle veg bags, Oddballs 
shopping bags, straw basket, backpack, small 
combination storage bag, Ansio packing cubes 
etc

3905 +VAT Direct Action Cordura dust MKII backpack

3906 +VAT HEAD icon backpack

3907 +VAT Kickers crossbody bag and black 
backpack

3908 +VAT 4 Knit in a box knitting kits, wool, hessian, 
lengths of fabric and cotton

3909 +VAT Waste paper bins, shoe horns, fabric dye, 
wardrobe dehumidifier, Febreze plug ins, wicker 
basket and sundry items

3910 +VAT Selection of water bottles, coffee mug, 
hydration pack, Radio, Abbot hand pull, garden 
pruners, water filters, gun cleaning kit etc

3911 +VAT K9 Pursuits pet carrier, retractable leash, 
saddle pad, bit, Slo bowl, pet towels, Fluval 
E300 etc

3912 +VAT Pyrex bowls, BreadSmart, Insulated food 
store, Kitchen knife, Wok, grill mats, baking 
liner, cutlery, egg cups etc

3913 +VAT 4 sets childrens tableware, fitted cot 
sheets, piano play mat and mobile

3914 +VAT Toddler reins, Dr Brown's anti colic 
bottles, Mam Easy start feeding set, Dinosaur 
coat rack, Dualfix pad, night light etc

3915 +VAT ResMed nasal masks, cast protector, 
Covid tests, Massage Gun, Foot massager, 
Endoscopy instrument, injury supports etc

3916 +VAT Wireless charging lamp, Sunset light, 
outdoor lights, table lamp, Flower bear, 
Diamante wine glass etc

3917 +VAT Small fold up fishing stool, Trekology 
hiking poles, Thermarest sleeping pad, MK2 
Pike swinger etc

3920 Bag containing children's shoes of various styles 
(15 pairs)

3921 Pair of boxed Adidas Yeezy Slides in tan, size 
11 (bagged)

3922 Boxed pair of Irregular Choice Glitter Queen 
heeled shoes, size euro 41

3923 Boxed pair of Dr Marten Devon Heart boots in 
white, size 8

3924 Boxed pair of Nike Air Max 95 in Dark Army, 
Orange Blaze-tweed, size 12

3925 Boxed pair of Nike Air Force 1 trainers in black, 
size 9

3926 Boxed pair of Clarks Nalle Lace white trainers, 
size 6 1/2

3927 Boxed pair of Brooks Cascadia 14 men's 
running shoes in red, size 10 1/2

3928 Boxed pair of Lavair linear suede trainers, with 
dustbag, size 9

3929 Boxed pair of green Adidas Sodermalm trainers, 
size 9 1/2

3930 Boxed pair of laser orange Nike Dunk Low 
trainers, size 4 womens)-4 1/2 (mens)

3931 Boxed pair of Ted Baker spiced up printed 
trainer, size 5

3932 Boxed pair of Clarks Orinoco Strap sandals, size 
5 1/2

3933 Boxed pair of Adidas Messi 15.1 football boots, 
size 6

3934 Boxed pair of Camper Pro Cami brown shoes, 
size 9

3935 Boxed pair of Ted Baker Tarliah trainers in white 
and pink, size 5

3936 Boxed pair of Skechers Vigor 2.0 trainers, size 
11

3937 Boxed pair of Nike Zoomx Vaporfly Next% 2 
road race shoes in Hyper Orange, size 10 1/2

3938 Bag containing four boxed pairs of Schuh Richie 
suede driving shoes and one boxed pair of 
Schuh suede loafers (sizes 7 & 8)

3939 Bag containing children's shoes - Nike Jordan 1 
Retro High OG, size 6 (C), Essex Glam pink 
girls strap shoes, size 11 (C), and F&F green 
trainers, size 9 (C)

3940 +VAT Bag containing ten pairs of sandals, 
slippers and flip flops, various styles and sizes

3941 +VAT Nike Air Ghost Racer size 8

3942 +VAT Nike Womens Air Max VG-R size 7 
(damage to box)

3943 +VAT Nike Zoom Superfly Elite 2 size 12

3944 +VAT Allbirds M12 Tree Skippers size 11

3945 +VAT French Connection Eleni suede heels size 
EU 38 (used)

3946 +VAT Juicy Couture Zurina Nappa Patent 
trainers size 2 (used)

3947 +VAT Nike Air Max 1 Patta Waves Noise Aqua 
(with bracelet) size 11 (slight box damage)

3948 +VAT Adidas Supercourt womens trainers size 4

3949 +VAT Adidas Stan Smith womens trainers size 
4.5
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3950 +VAT Vivienne Westwood x Melissa Ultragirl 22 
black bow orb pumps size 4

3951 +VAT Vans Sk8 Low size 8 and a pair of Vans 
Old Skool size 9

3952 +VAT Nike Air Max 95 size 9

3953 +VAT Skechers Whitewater size 8

3954 +VAT 2 pairs of Missguided Barley there square 
toe high heels size 4 and a pair of Ego Sugar 
Coated heels size 7

3955 +VAT Adidas Courtic size 5.5 (box damaged)

3956 +VAT Dr Martens AirWair boots size 5.5 (used)

3957 +VAT Dr Martens 1461 shoes size 7 (signs of 
use)

3958 +VAT Van Dal Astoria Slingback shoes size 7.5

3959 +VAT Adidas Beckenbauer size 10 (used)

3960 +VAT Nasty Gal faux leather thick chain chunky 
loafers size 6, Quiz navy heels size 5 and a pair 
of Boohoo Nude two part block heels size 6

3961 +VAT BSL grey ankle boots size EU 42

3962 +VAT Kurt Geiger Perla heels size EU 40 (used)

3963 +VAT Bobs B Extra Cute womens trainers size 5 
and a pair of Ruby Choo Chrissie coral heels 
size 5

3964 Bag of childrens trainers to include a custom 
pair of Nike Air Force 1 (14 pairs, some used)

3965 +VAT Bag of 13 pairs of sandals and slippers 
including a pair of Emporio Armani sandals

3966 +VAT Bag of 9 pairs of trainers including Adidas 
and Vans trainers (some showing signs of use)

3967 +VAT Bag of 15 pairs of mixed sandals and 
slippers

3968 +VAT Bag of 15 pairs of assorted shoes 
including boots, sandals and a pair of Nike SB 
Zoom Janoski trainers size 7

3969 +VAT Bag of 11 pairs of shoes to include boots 
and sandals and footwear accessories (some 
used)

3970 +VAT Bag of 7 pairs of mixed shoes includng 
boots and 3 pairs of Nalu surf design shoes

3971 +VAT 2 pairs of Michael Kors trainers size 7 and 
a pair of Nike Air Zoom Superrep 2 Barely 
Green womens trainers size 5

3972 +VAT Bag containing seven pairs of unboxed 
trainers, including Adidas, Nike, Converse etc 
(various sizes)

3973 +VAT Bag containing nine pairs of unboxed 
trainers, various styles and sizes

3974 +VAT Bag containing nine pairs of used men's 
and women's shoes including Dune, Faith, Nike, 
Arc'Teryx etc

3975 +VAT Boxed pair of Alexander Mcqueen Larry 
leather sneakers in white, euro size 42. Item is 
in used condition, please see additional photos

3976 +VAT Bag containing three pairs of boxed men's 
shoes from Bruno Marc (size 10 1/2), Burtons 
(size 9) and Cotswold (size 7),

3977 +VAT Bag containing eight pairs of women's 
shoes and boots, various sizes and styles (one 
pair of boots showing signs of scuffing on toe)

3978 +VAT Bag containing seven unboxed pairs of 
heeled ladies' shoes (various styles and sizes)

3979 +VAT Bag containing various footwear related 
items, including insoles, laces, shoe liners, 
crampons, shoe blocks etc

4001 +VAT (2016) Ford Transit 350 Trend panel van 
in white, diesel 2198cc, first registered 
15/06/2016, registration plate MM16 BWB, 
mileage 155,767, MOT until 22/11/2022, 3 
former keepers, V5 and one key, HPI checked

4002 (1997) BMW Z3 convertible in black, first 
registered 28/04/1997, petrol 1895cc, manual, 8 
former keepers, registration plate P566 XGK, 
MOT until 02/03/2023, V5 and one key present, 
showing 119,712 miles, HPI checked

4021 +VAT Jetson Bolt Pro electric scooter, boxed

4022 +VAT Jetson Bolt Pro electric scooter, unboxed

4023 Green Raleigh ladies bike

4024 Apollo Highway gents black bike

4025 Viking ladies black bike with front basket

4026 Elite blue and black childs bike

4027 Raleigh girls mountain bike

4028 E4 Motion small red folding electric bike, no 
charger

4029 +VAT Electriq electric scooter with charger

4030 White and pink girls bike

4031 Blue Harrier vintage ladies bike

4032 Pink Caprice ladies bike

4033 Infineum gents grey mountain bike

4034 Claude Butler green and silver gents bike

4035 Trax black suspension mountain bike

4036 Transfer Apollo grey gents bike

4037 Blue Claude Butler ladies bike
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4038 Salcano blue suspension gents mountain bike

4039 White Probike girls mountain bike

4040 Falcon red and silver gents mountain bike

4041 Raleigh blue gents mountain bike

4042 Intuitive grey and blue town bike

4043 Apollo silver and red suspension mountain bike

4044 White Raleigh racing bike

4045 Blue Rhino BMX

4046 Silver Apollo ladies town bike

4047 Europa blue foldup bike

4048 Blue Road Star ladies bike

4049 Silver folding ProBike with stabilisers

4050 +VAT Boxed Nerf go kart

4051 Hyper green petrol powered quadbike

4052 Black and blue small childs petrol powered 
quadbike

4056 *Withdrawn*

4057 +VAT Foldup Timber Ridge camping chair

4058 Small grey and black car roof box with key

4059 Thule evolution 500 long car roof box

4060 Green Draper Expert petrol powered leaf blower

4062 Mitox red petrol powered strimmer

4063 Flymo electric leaf vac

4064 Green jerry can

4065 +VAT Small bag of Titan accessory parts

4066 2 electric MacAllister leaf blowers

4067 Green and white petrol powered chainsaw

4068 Sanli petrol powered grey/red chainsaw with pot 
of chainsaw oil

4069 +VAT Hawksmoor battery powered chainsaw, 1 
battery, no charger

4070 Ryobi petrol powered hedge cutter

4071 Flymo electric leaf blower

4072 Eaukera petrol powered unit, no attachments

4073 Stihl 12" petrol powered disc cutter

4074 Black & Decker electric strimmer

4075 Black & Decker green electric strimmer

4076 3/4 underbay of garden tools including shovels, 
forks, saws, loppers, rakes, sawhorses etc.

4077 +VAT 4x plastic rectangular planters, 4x round 
large planters, 4x small round plastic planters & 
a wall basket

4078 Small qty of garden tools inc. spade, fork, rake, 
grass rake and brush

4079 Qty plastic chicken feeders

4080 Small plastic hostess trolley

4081 Large shelf assorted items inc. workbench, 
cobbler's last, weights, fire furniture, shears, 
hammers, etc.

4082 +VAT 3x plastic watering cans

4083 Weed slasher and a boxed sawhorse

4084 MacGregor boxed electric chainsaw

4085 Underbay consisting of small round wooden 
garden table, work bench, watering cans, drain 
rods, pry bar, tools, etc.

4086 Boxed poppy small side table

4087 Very small qty. garden tools inc. pair of loppers, 
shears, 2x hoes and a rake

4088 Black plastic fuel can

4089 Plastic box containing electric strimmer and a 
Ronseal sprayer

4090 +VAT Fiskars long reach lopper

4091 +VAT Illuminated reindeer

4092 +VAT Illuminated reindeer

4093 +VAT Small white illuminated reindeer

4094 Lazy Spa inflatable outer cushion, boxed

4095 +VAT Glow Globe light and a pack of perennial 
bulbs

4096 Set of broom handles

4097 +VAT Jerry Jopey surfboard

4098 +VAT Jerry Jopey surfboard

4099 +VAT 2x boxes and 2x loose set of LED string 
lights

4100 Bike stand

4101 +VAT Underbay containing swimming pool parts

4102 +VAT Grey plastic storage box

4103 Pond vacuum and hoses

4104 3x bags of compost

4105 +VAT 2x strips garden edging and 3x pots

4106 +VAT Boxed bird feeder

4107 +VAT Spear & Jackson sprayer, plastic buckets 
and tomato trays
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4108 Hoselock hose pipe, Ronseal power sprayer, 2x 
golf clubs, umbrella, golf ball catcher, and a 
small qty. tools

4109 Grape crusher

4110 5x assorted pressure sprayers

4111 Small ornate garden feature

4113 +VAT Boxed Dyno bike

4114 +VAT 3x boxed Sunforce solar string lights

4115 Small qty. galvanised pots

4116 +VAT Metal mesh garden chair

4117 +VAT Boxed Lafuma chair

4118 +VAT 4-wheel folding cart

4119 +VAT 4-wheel folding cart

4120 3x assorted floodlights

4121 6x brown metal stacking garden chairs

4122 4x dark grey metal stacking garden chairs

4123 +VAT Brown and gold metal garden fire pit

4124 +VAT Brown and gold metal garden fire pit

4125 +VAT Rattan 3-seater sofa with canopy, 2x L-
shaped chairs, stool and side table

4126 +VAT Rattan 3-seater sofa with canopy, 2x L-
shaped chairs, stool and side table

4127 +VAT Boxed Keter Grande Store

4128 +VAT Rattan 3-piece garden set comprising 2x 
chairs and glass topped coffee table

4129 +VAT Rattan 3-piece garden set comprising 2x 
chairs and glass topped coffee table

4130 +VAT White mesh garden lounger

4131 +VAT Brown and grey mesh garden lounger

4132 +VAT Rattan brown garden lounger

4133 +VAT Wooden slatted garden lounger

4134 +VAT Boxed parasol stand

4135 +VAT Rattan set to include 2 seater sofa, 2 tub 
chairs, and coffee table (1x chair having 
damaged leg)

4136 +VAT Large rectangular metal framed tile 
topped garden table with 2x metal swivel chairs 
and 4x metal dining chairs

4137 +VAT Round metal framed tile topped garden 
table and 2x swivel chairs

4138 +VAT An L-shaped rattan garden set with 
footstool and cushions

4139 Charcoal BBQ on trolley

4140 +VAT Prism shaped patio heater with glass tube

4141 +VAT Bright red fire/cooking pit

4142 +VAT Metal framed rattan hanging single egg 
chair

4143 +VAT Metal framed rattan hanging single egg 
chair

4144 +VAT Large cantilever wind-out parasol with 
base

4145 +VAT Large cantilever wind-out parasol with 
base

4146 +VAT Boxed Lazy Spa with pump

4147 +VAT Bagged Lazy Spa with pump

4148 +VAT Palm springs boxed Lazy Spa

4149 +VAT Large boxed Kitchen Aid BBQ

4150 Small bird bath

4151 +VAT 2x boxed garden chairs

4152 +VAT Wooden garden storage bench

4153 +VAT Grey painted wooden bench

4154 +VAT Keter patio cooler beverage cart

4155 +VAT Boxed Keter patio cooler beverage cart

4156 +VAT Boxed Keter patio cooler beverage cart

4157 Narrow metal framed table

4158 Blue-painted metalwork folding garden bench

4159 6 slat-back garden chairs

4160 Quantity of wrought iron fence panels

4161 Pair of wrought iron gates

4162 Green painted wooden planter with two ball 
finials

4163 Outdoor litter bin for coffee cups, cans and 
liquids with multi-partitioned cutlery storage

4165 +VAT Large flatpack Keter storage shed

4166 Concrete mixing tray

4167 7 rolls of mineralised torch-on felt

4168 7 rolls of mineralised torch-on felt

4169 4 rolls of mineralised shed felt

4170 10 rolls of mineralised shed felt

4171 4 assorted rolls of shed felt

4172 Pine garden gate

4173 Bic 245 plastic boat with oars

4174 Cast aluminium garden table with 6 matching 
garden chairs and an umbrella stand
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4175 2 manhole covers

4176 Small black glass-topped garden table with 4 
chairs

4177 6 drain covers

4178 Stack of chipboard flooring

4179 Stack of sterling board

4180 Stack of plyboard

4181 Brown water butt

4182 Large 3-shelf metal shelving unit

4183 Metal mobile workshop trolley

4184 2 large boulders

4185 Small quantity of garden stone

4186 10 concrete fence posts

4187 23 concrete fence posts

4188 14 concrete fence posts

4189 17 concrete fence posts

4190 15 concrete fence posts

4191 2 stacks of 2x8 planks

4192 Quantity of 4x2 CLS

4193 Quantity of 15' 4x2 CLS

4194 Quantity of mixed 6x2 sawn timbers

4195 Mixed quantity of rough and CLS 4x2

4196 Quantity of mixed rough-sawn and CLS 2x2 
timbers

4197 Pallet of mixed items to include wooden shelving 
and metal bolt-fixed racking

4198 2 bays of click-together racking

4199 Bay of boltless racking

4200 Pallet of heavy-duty steel plating

4201 5 panels of 6' shiplap fencing

4202 Pennine Pullman single-axle trailer tent

4203 3 pallets of mezzanine flooring

4204 Pair of large steel-framed site doors and posts

4205 Pallet of 4x4 timber

4206 2 dumpy bags of kindling

4207 2 dumpy bags of kindling

4208 2 dumpy bags of kindling

4209 Big Bertha golf club

4211 Extra 300s acrobatic r/c plane with 2-stroke 
engine and Futaba flight controller

4215 2 x aluminium garden light posts with decorative 
shades

4216 Large concrete garden statue of a lady

4217 +VAT Gardenline charcoal BBQ

4218 Reproduction post box in red with lions head 
decoration

4219 +VAT Resin figure of Buddha at waterfall 
holding a lily

4220 +VAT Pair of artificial plants in fibreglass 
planters

4222 Pair of concrete figures of Foo Dogs

4223 Concrete figure of a lizard on rock

4224 +VAT Six burner gas BBQ with warming trays

4225 +VAT Pair of artificial olive trees in fibreglass 
planters

4226 Roll of artificial grass 1.3m x 3.5m

4227 Roll of artificial grass 1.3m x 2.87m

4228 Concrete figure of Romeo and Juliet

4229 +VAT Set of Cobra golf clubs and some Kirkland 
golf balls

4230 +VAT Eze Glide golf trolley

4231 +VAT Eze Glide golf trolley

4232 +VAT Callaway golf bag

4233 +VAT Pair of Sunmer metal framed garden 
chairs

4234 +VAT 3 x Core tents and a folding camping chair

4235 +VAT 3 x tents and a Cascade folding camping 
chair

4236 Black and burgundy Wilson golf bag with a 
selection of golf clubs

4237 Outwell 12V camping cooler box

4238 2 x golf bags and a Tours folding golf trolley

4239 Large bagged flat pack tent

4240 Quantity of fishing gear to include ground 
sheets, covers and Leeda specialist carp dome

4241 +VAT Boxed Eze Glide golf trolley

4242 +VAT Eze Glide compact golf trolley

4243 Quantity of inflatable mattresses

4244 2 x boxes of Dunlop 65 golf balls plus shaft

4245 Dunlop driver

4246 +VAT Portable gas cooker

4247 +VAT Quantity of Sealy inflatable mattresses 
and tent covers
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4248 Box of camping stoves plus 2 small camping 
tables

4249 Two burner electric oven

4250 +VAT 2 x boxed 14ft trampoline parts (AF)

4251 +VAT Coleman pop-up garden umbrella (cased)

4252 +VAT Coleman pop-up garden umbrella (cased)

4253 +VAT Coleman pop-up garden umbrella (cased)

4254 Quantity of camping gear to include water 
bottles, aqua rolls, cabling, lifting straps and 
sack barrow etc

4255 Two tread aluminium step ladder

4256 Six tread climber aluminium step ladder

4257 Electric golf trolley

4258 Half moon metal shelving unit with three glass 
shelves

4259 Pair of aluminium step ladders

4260 Double aluminium extending ladder

4261 Double aluminium extending ladder

4262 Aluminium step ladder

4263 Single run aluminium ladder

4264 3 x aluminium step ladders

4265 Illuminati bath screen

4266 Petrol powered Vixen leaf collector

4267 wheelbarrow, dustbin and sack barrow

4268 Petrol powered Hayter rotary lawnmower with 
box

4269 Hayter Hawk petrol powered rotary mower with 
grass box

4270 +VAT Greenworks cordless self-propelled rotary 
lawnmower with two batteries, charger and 
grass box

4271 Westwood ride-on lawnmower with leaf collector

4272 Flymo hover lawnmower

4273 Bosch AXT 25 D garden shredder

4274 +VAT Quantity of trampoline parts

4275 +VAT Boxed 5.4m x 2.7m Power Steel 
swimming pool

4276 Flymo hover mower

4277 Scott's seed spreader, garden tidies, covers etc

4278 Qualcast electric cylinder lawnmower with grass 
box

4279 *Withdrawn*

4280 McCulloch garden shredder

4281 McCulloch garden shredder

4282 Challenge Xtreme garden shredder

4284 Petrol powered Wolf Garten rake with grass box

4285 Green petrol powered rotary mower with grass 
box

4286 Electric Bosch rotary lawn mower with grass box

4287 Petrol powered Classic Briggs & Stratton 
powered rotary lawn mower with grass box

4288 Boxed garden parasol

4289 Large stainless steel sink and stone kitchen 
island worktop

4290 Qty. spur shelving

4291 Large double aluminium extending ladder with 
stand-off and stepladder

4292 +VAT Blue garden parasol

4293 +VAT Blue garden parasol

4294 +VAT Beige garden parasol

4295 +VAT Pallet of spa parts

4296 Slatted wood and aluminium bistro table with 4x 
matching chairs

4297 Slatted wood and aluminium bistro table with 4x 
matching chairs

4298 +VAT Large rectangular slatted wood garden 
table with 2x bench seats and 2x carver chairs

4299 +VAT 40 packs of 600x300 distressed Damask 
grey wall tiles

4300 +VAT 40 packs of 600x300 distressed Damask 
grey wall tiles

4301 +VAT 40 packs of 600x300 distressed Damask 
grey wall tiles

4302 +VAT 40 packs of 600x300 distressed Damask 
grey wall tiles

4303 Pair of stripped pine internal doors with brass 
furniture

4304 Harriet's Happy Hen house in 2 boxes

4305 Harriet's Happy Hen house in 2 boxes

4306 Harriet's Happy Hen house in 2 boxes

4307 7x boxed slim high efficiency LED floodlights

4308 7x boxed slim high efficiency LED floodlights

4309 7x boxed slim high efficiency LED floodlights

4310 6x Slim high efficiency LED floodlights, boxed

4311 +VAT Boxed flatpack kennel
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4312 +VAT Pallet containing tent parts

4313 +VAT Flat pack black steel and mesh gazebo

4314 +VAT Large cantilever garden umbrella with 
boxed stand

4315 +VAT 5x boxed assorted toilet seats

4316 +VAT 5x Tavistock soft-close toilet seats

4317 Black and grey cantilever garden umbrella on 
stand

4318 4x boxes of bronze simplicity retro touch light 
switches

4319 4x boxes of bronze simplicity retro touch light 
switches

4320 2x boxes of bronze retro touch 2-way 2-gang 
switches

4321 Large roll bubble wrap

4322 Small roll bubble wrap

4323 +VAT 2x single bowl stainless steel sinks

4324 +VAT 2-drainer stainless steel sink with fittings

4325 +VAT Single bowl stainless steel sink with 
fittings

4326 2x Damixa mixer taps

4327 +VAT Mira Sport electric shower, boxed

4328 +VAT Mira Sport electric shower, boxed

4329 2x stainless steel sinks, 1x commercial sink, 
large wash down tap, etc.

4330 Qty. mixed plumbing items to include large 
mixer tap, Grohe concealed cistern, and bag of 
fittings

4331 Boxed water dispenser

4332 Black granite JRG Group concealed fire

4333 Loft ladder

4334 +VAT Boxed flatpack cabinet and square 
shower screen

4335 Rectangular composite shower tray in white

4336 5x boxes of 30x units hand sanitiser

4337 +VAT Reginox water heater and filter, 
Wet&Forget shower and a large shower head

4338 6x boxed glass wall lights

4339 +VAT 5x sheets of clear perspex

4340 2x plastic shower trays in white

4341 2-tone grey shelving unit

4342 Argo air conditioning unit with external fitting

4343 +VAT Pallet of warehouse plastic curtaining

4344 +VAT 2x Sysmax multi-drawer plastic filing 
cabinets

4345 Keyguard KG3000 safe

4346 Black metal hat and coat stand

4347 White marker board and a yearly day planner

4348 +VAT Dormeo high backed executive office 
swivel armchair in black and grey

4349 +VAT Lay-Z-Boy high backed executive swivel 
armchair in black

4350 +VAT Black operator's chair

4351 +VAT Blue and black operators swivel armchair

4352 +VAT Black operators swivel armchair

4353 +VAT Black and mesh operators swivel 
armchair

4354 +VAT Boxed Airlift desk

4355 Qty. of office plastic bins

4356 4x beech radial desks on grey supports with one 
pedestal, desk screens, circular table and 2x 
blue cloth chairs

4357 +VAT 2x pop-up exhibition displays

4358 Vickers Trimline coffee and cream 34-drawer 
filing cabinet

4359 +VAT Single Royale paper shredder

4360 2x black plastic fabric folding chairs on grey 
supports

4361 +VAT Pair chrome based bar stools with grey 
leather effect seats

4362 +VAT Woods portable air conditioner

4363 +VAT Woods portable air conditioner

4364 Batavia Giraffe telescopic ladder

4365 Giraffe telescopic ladder

4366 +VAT Boxed Batavia Giraffe telescopic ladder

4367 Honda powered trench wacker

4368 Honda powered wacker plate

4369 Wacker Neuson petrol powered wacker plate

4370 Petrol powered single bag cement mixer

4371 Mobile Meaco 50LM dehumidifier

4372 Abac 200L air compressor

4373 Compressed air breaker with 3x points

4374 Sullair compressed air breaker with 3x points

4375 Sullair compressed air breaker with 3x points
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4383 +VAT Arcan 2750kg trolley jack

4384 +VAT 2750kg trolley jack

4385 +VAT Pallet of mixed plaster, mortar mix, tile 
grout and plastic sheeting

4386 +VAT (4) Forklift fence

4387 +VAT (5) Forklift fence

4388 Set of 4 Toora 17" 5-spoke black alloy wheels

4389 4 steel rims

4390 Black & Decker workmate

4391 Pallet of assorted toolboxes, extension leads, 
jump packs etc.

4392 Pallet of assorted items to include 5 jerry cans, 
welders, hand tools, toolboxes, drills etc.

4393 Midget Mark 3 OR 1500 hard-top

4394 Polar clean chiller and beer pump

4395 SIP mini compressor

4396 Little Star disability trolley

4398 Black & Decker workmate

4399 Stanley mobile toolbox and some tools, spirit 
level and large sump pump

4400 Black Spur double-ended grinder and linisher

4401 Worx Evolution skillsaw

4402 2 metal wire baskets of nails, bolts, screws and 
fixings

4403 Box of shop display fixings

4404 Powerbase XL orbital sander, cased

4405 *Withdrawn*

4406 +VAT Box containing fire extinguisher pipes and 
aluminium carry case parts

4407 Wilks USA pressure washer with patio head and 
lance

4408 Clark Contractor sander in Erbauer carry case

4409 Erbauer sander in carry case

4410 110v Skill circular saw, cased

4411 Saw machine stand

4412 Quantity of mixed items to include plasterer's 
trowels, linbins, rawl plugs, footpumps etc.

4413 3 boxes of assorted nuts and bolts

4414 Boxed Parkside sander and an automatic 
welding helmet

4415 Oscillating cutter with blades

4416 +VAT 2 boxes of Unibond indoor flexible 
decorators filler

4417 +VAT 2 splitting maul heads

4418 Mobile toolbox containing clamps, scrapers, 
mallets etc.

4419 +VAT Bag of assorted working gloves

4420 Mack Asda saw stand

4421 240v Briton fretsaw

4422 Talco multidrawer toolbox containing drill bits 
and engineer's tools

4423 geo-FENNEL laser level in carry case

4424 Underbay of electrical bulbs and fittings

4425 Karcher upright wet & dry vacuum

4426 Black plastic crate of assorted carpenter's tools 
to include planes, clamps, spirit levels etc.

4427 Spear & Jackson pressure washer with lance

4428 Bosch pressure washer with lance

4429 Detail palm sander

4430 +VAT Box of PD SIMkey electronic keyrings

4431 Black toolbox containing assorted tools to 
include chisels, screwdrivers, door fixings, 
screws and fixings

4432 +VAT 6 boxes of Rockland 2xUSB DC socket 
chargers

4433 Boxed Powercraft bench morticer

4434 Karcher steamer

4435 Unboxed Karcher steamer

4436 +VAT Box containing assorted items to include 
electric tester, funnel, rope, RAC vacuum and a 
box containing a Bosch cordless SDS drill with 2 
batteries and charger

4437 +VAT 3 assorted tools to include drill, 
Powerbase XL drill and a Makita drill

4438 +VAT Box of Rockland 75w inverters

4439 +VAT Box of Dahl wallpaper adhesive

4440 Mixed quantity of items to include drillbits, small 
wirebrushes, wirecutters, brush sets, Craft Right 
mini toolkit etc.

4441 +VAT Box of perfect finish indoor flexible 
decorator's filler

4442 Half bay of black plastic bags and trays

4443 2 boxes of humidifiers

4444 Evolution Fury chopsaw
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4445 +VAT 4 Stanley multi-faceted screw boxes

4446 +VAT Quantity of plumbing fittings

4447 +VAT 2 boxes of assorted tools to include 
drillbits, shower pipes, spirit levels, gas burners, 
pliers, spanners etc.

4448 2 boxes of PPE

4449 Box of high-vis overalls and Safe Welder flame-
retardant coveralls

4450 Single box of guttering fittings

4451 Box of assorted door handles and a box of hand 
gel

4452 Box of brown wall tiles

4453 +VAT 2 extension reels and 2 gang sockets

4454 Box of Homebase warm white tube lights

4455 4 boxes of 'Documents Enclosed' labels

4456 Underbay of assorted liquids to include engine 
oil, AdBlue and screenwash

4457 +VAT 2 boxes of large rectangular grey wall tiles

4458 +VAT Box of filler, decorator's trays and paint

4459 Mixed lot including Stanley plane, small car 
jacks, vices, loppers, axe and a 2000w electric 
heater

4460 +VAT Small quantity of British Standard Euro-
profile cylinder locks and padlocks etc.

4461 Mini portable compressor, boxed

4462 Mini welding machine

4463 +VAT 10 packs of assorted click-together 
laminated flooring

4464 12v drill with 2 batteries and charger

4465 Halfords car polisher and a Black Spur power 
planer

4466 SIP 6" bench grinder

4467 2x Firefly solar generation power packs

4468 +VAT 12x bottles of 80Wx90 transmission oil

4469 +VAT 4x tins egg shell interior wood and metal 
paint

4470 +VAT 5KG bucket of 2.4 x L50mm nails

4471 +VAT Box of Diall 3xL30mm nails

4472 Davis vantage view weather station

4473 Cased Skil Toro 240w SDS drill

4474 Qty. items to include a Bosch palm sander, B&D 
jigsaw, Bosch drill with bit set

4475 +VAT Box cont. mixed items inc. security locks 
and numbered keysafe

4476 +VAT 3x bottles of 50Wx30 fully synthetic motor 
oil

4477 +VAT Used DeWalt toolbox

4478 +VAT DeWalt toolbox

4479 +VAT DeWalt toolbox

4480 Folding decorators table

4481 Boxed ProElec pedestal fan

4482 Boxed ProElec pedestal fan

4483 Boxed ProElec pedestal fan

4484 Boxed ProElec pedestal fan

4485 +VAT Mill invisible WiFi Panelovn panel heater

4486 Boxed halogen heater

4487 +VAT Boxed oil filled radiator with timer

4488 +VAT 7x LED utility lights

4489 +VAT Cubi by Kinetics water softener and an in 
sink aerator and tap

4490 LED strip light and a work light

4491 Boxed shower

4492 Electric air dehumidifier

4493 Paraffin heater and a boxed Supersa heater

4494 HiCool air conditioner

4495 +VAT Single DeLonghi oil filled radiator

4496 5x Dimplex oil filled radiators

4497 Continental gas fire

4498 +VAT Unboxed and boxed DeLonghi oil filled 
radiators

4499 Ergo Mirage deluxe camping kitchen unit in 
black carry case

4500 +VAT Folding Toolmaster sack truck

4501 +VAT Folding Toolmaster sack truck

4502 +VAT Folding Toolmaster sack truck

4503 Moss belt sander

4504 Grey box containing fluids, gang sockets, 
pressure washer lances, lights

4505 Box containing vintage items including fuel can, 
bearings, exhaust, horns etc

4506 25m extension reel

4507 Makita 240v grinder in case

4508 Makita 110v reciprocating saw in carry case
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4509 +VAT Box containing door handles

4510 3x trays assorted items to include chisels, 
screwdrivers, hammerheads, dowels, spirit 
levels, mini work tools, etc.

4511 Box of assorted items to inc. router heads, 
safety ear defenders, hose clips, drill sharpening 
stands, saws and a Tyzack & Sons saw

4512 4x tins of 6L Dulux pure brilliant white paint

4513 Box of assorted exterior lights

4514 Blue toolbox cont. assorted tools to inc. 
screwdrivers, hacksaws, etc.

4515 Boxed 16" tile cutter

4516 +VAT Metal tray cont. air tools inc. ratchets, tyre 
inflators, etc.

4517 +VAT 3x trays assorted engineers items to 
include drill bits, soldering irons, clamps, 
soldering wire etc.

4518 +VAT Tray of items to include extension reel, 
110v grinders, drills

4519 +VAT Cased set of hammers and hacksaws

4520 2x machine covers

4521 Set of Halford roof bars, jockey wheel, 
measuring wheel

4522 Large underbay assorted tools inc. saws, 
shovels, spanners, hammers, toolboxes

4523 Steam team wallpaper stripper

4524 110v airless sprayer

4525 Large 110v Tekson circular saw

4526 +VAT 2 large alley blocks and steel tubing

4527 Box of earth wire cover and cabling

4528 Hilti gun in carry case

4529 +VAT 2x Karcher window vacs

4530 +VAT Pair DeWalt steel toes caps, size 8

4531 Pair DeWalt steel toe caps boots, size 10

4532 Pair DeWalt steel toe caps boots, size 10

4533 Pair DeWalt steel toe caps boots, size 10

4534 Pair of DeWalt steel toe cap boots, size 11

4535 Pair of DeWalt steel toe cap boots, size 11

4536 Pair of DeWalt steel toe cap boots, size 11

4537 Pair of DeWalt steel toe cap boots, size 11

4538 Lexteh motorbike helmet storage box

4539 Paraffin lamp and a vintage petrol can

4540 +VAT 2x boxed Bonnaire 12v tyre inflators and 
2x unboxed

4541 +VAT DeWalt toolkit to include socket, socket 
wrenches, spanners, drill bit fittings, hex keys

4542 +VAT Yale smart living HD indoor dome camera

4543 +VAT Yale smart living HD indoor dome camera

4544 +VAT Yale Conexis L1 secure keyless smart 
lock

4545 +VAT Yale Conexis L1 secure keyless smart 
lock

4546 Mixed items inc. Whitmore plane, qty. drills, bits, 
Seedor spanner/socket set

4547 +VAT Smith & Locke digital safe

4548 +VAT Fiskars 2 piece pruning set

4549 2x boxed portable 2-way radios

4550 1/2 bay assorted items to inc. drainage rods, 
cabling, shelving, screening

4551 Tow bar and roof bars

4552 +VAT Unboxed CAT professional jump start and 
power station

4553 +VAT Unboxed CAT professional jump start and 
power station

4554 +VAT CAT professional power station

4555 +VAT CAT professional power station

4556 +VAT CAT professional power station

4557 +VAT CAT professional power station

4558 Record no.07 plane and a plough plane

4559 +VAT Large qty. Makita cordless tools to inc. 
grinder, impact driver, high oscillation cutter, 
skillsaw, 2x chargers, 1x battery and a box of 
Bosch drill bits

4560 +VAT DeWalt XR drill with charger, drill body, no 
battery

4561 +VAT Doormat and a qty. of wiper blades

4562 Bonnaire tyre inflator

4563 Trespass inflatable mattress

4564 +VAT Unboxed PSX jumpstarter

4565 Vista lockable case cont. monocular, tape 
measure and work light

4566 Camouflage rucksack

4567 +VAT Underbay assorted items to inc. wiper 
blades, security lights, lighters, wipe down 
cloths, long reach grabbers, etc.

4568 Ferm router, boxed
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4569 3x assorted sanders to include Bosch, Jellas & 
one other with a 90 degree angle

4570 Black & Decker Scorpion saw

4571 Bosch 240v grinder in metal carry case

4572 Black Spur double ended bench grinder

4573 +VAT Casio cash register

4574 Carl Strahl 250kg hoist and winch

4601 +VAT Wood primer, garden paints, metallic & 
furniture paints, furniture stain etc

4602 +VAT Araldite, linseed oil, Danish oil, decking 
cleaner, Rapid Repair compound, Gorilla glue, 
silicone sealant, mouse killer etc

4603 +VAT Fix & Grout, Sealants, Adhesives, touch 
up markers, No More Nails, Araldite etc

4604 +VAT Turtle Wax, Wheel cleaner, Mer 
Shampoo, Car Scents air freshener etc

4605 +VAT Tape measures, cutting discs, sanding 
pads, staples, drill bits, multi tool blades, pruning 
shears and grout remover tools

4606 +VAT Nuts, bolts, screws, washers and other 
assorted fixings

4607 +VAT Brackets, furniture feet, pullies and 
assorted hardware

4608 +VAT Carbon Monoxide alarms, LED fixed 
downlights, digital thermostat, remote control 
sockets, smoke alarm, window & door alarms 
etc

4609 +VAT Pliers, wire brushes, drill bits, sockets, 
chisels, files, clamps, pocket knives, drill chuck, 
digital calipers and assorted tooling

4610 +VAT Digital locks, padlocks, hinges, window 
handles, locker locks, plumbing accessories 
including valves, copper pipe, hozelock 
attachments etc

4611 +VAT Bosch Easy Curv Sander 12

4612 +VAT HPAT400 pass/fail pat tester

4613 +VAT Disc cutter, battery and charger together 
with Hot air gun

4614 +VAT Vehicle headlight, wing mirrors and rear 
lights

4615 +VAT Mitchelin 20" & 22" windscreen wipers, 
set of universal car seat covers and Silverline 
car cover

4616 +VAT 15 packs of 6 Einbaustrahler LED ceiling 
spotlights

4617 +VAT Length of flat hose, Wire tow rope, No 
entry sign and tool box

4618 +VAT Car accessories including spark plugs, 
wheel bearing kit, fuel filter, fuse board, speedo, 
air vent, anti roll bar drop, wheel locks, brake 
cables etc

4619 +VAT 2 x 32 ton jacks

4620 +VAT Car spare parts including wheel spacers, 
interpump hose, number plate holder, trim, boot 
liner, suspension, light covers, engine parts etc

4621 +VAT Car spare parts including Oil, Fuel & 
Hydraulic filters, Air filters, Snow & Ice socks, 
wheel bearing kit, cylinder head bolts, Renault 
Megane wheel disc, chip tuning boxes, 
windscreen wipers etc

4622 +VAT Car spare parts including BMW brake disc 
mounts, ignition coil, gear leavers, LED auto 
lights, moldings and engine spares

4623 +VAT 2 x Tow bar wiring kits, Slime Smart repair 
kit and tyre inflator

4624 +VAT Vehicle maintenance and cleaning 
products including shampoo, polish, wheel 
brushes, dusters, auto markers, oil, filler etc

4625 +VAT Auto socks, fuel filter, brake disc mount, 
mixing bottle and other auto spares

4626 +VAT Insulated screwdrivers, long nose pliers, 
Cylinder stethoscopes, Fetstool plug it, coiled air 
hose, tyre inflator, spray gun etc

4627 +VAT 3 x Parksafe Vision Dash Cams PSV126

4628 +VAT Blaupunkt in car CD/Radio, Dash cam, 
rear view mirror dash camera, wise driving etc

4629 +VAT TomTom Go Essential 6 and Garmin 
Drivesmart 61 EU sat nav

4630 +VAT Digital Micrometer, Digital callipers. hex 
key set, spark plug gap tools. sockets, magnetic 
tool holder etc

4631 +VAT Blank car keys, vehicle stickers & 
badgers, air fresheners etc

4632 +VAT Bicycle tyres, inner tubes, handle grips 
and Universal car seat covers

4633 +VAT Alpine Stars Motorbike boots Size 43 
(used), Kawasaki windshield, Choho chain, U 
locks etc

4634 +VAT Shimano chain, Bracket covers & crank, 
over shoes, brake lever, tyre pump, inner tubes, 
handle grips and bike accessories

4635 +VAT Brooks leather B17 bike saddle and 
Prologo 143 Dimension NDR cycle saddle

4636 +VAT 2 x Kryptonite Evolution 1090 bike locks

4637 +VAT Tapley brake testing meter

4638 +VAT Bag containing hi vis workwear
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4639 +VAT Bag containing hi vis workwear

4640 +VAT Bag containing hi vis workwear

4641 +VAT LED Gutter lights, Downlights, Solar wall 
lights, programmer timers, Nexus metal double 
power sockets and LED reflectors

4642 +VAT Iskra IDIS 2DLM meters, consumer unit, 
Decoy cameras, extension leads, door bells, 
smoke alarm and electric products

4643 +VAT Cold chisels, saw blades, cutting discs, 
Wera screwdriver set, leather punch, rope, gas 
mask and adhesive tapes

4644 +VAT Bath & Shower tap, shower waste, shower 
heads & hose, Bathroom silent fan and plumbing 
accessories

4645 +VAT Auto vents, gas hose, TV stand, draught 
excluder, Herga pedal, flooring profile, brackets, 
metal plates and sundry items

4646 +VAT Cordless nailer, plastering float, 
Aluminum hawk, adhesive, sealant, hard caps, 
work gloves, measuring tape etc

4647 +VAT Paint roller, copper fittings, felt nails, 
gutter brackets and other fixing

4648 +VAT Master Lock, Push button door lock, ring 
latch, cabin hooks and assorted hardware

4649 +VAT LED recess spotlights, Wall light, 
Defender alarm, breakers, door bell, electric 
socket back plates etc

4650 +VAT Stilsons, Rotating filing set, jet washer, 
sanding belts, pry bar, bolt cutters, DeWalt drill 
and other tooling

4651 +VAT Hydra Jaw bluetooth digital meter

4652 +VAT Fluke voltage continuity tester

4653 +VAT Car exhaust end pipes, battery box etc

4654 Torque lock, Valve lapper set, air duster, bolt 
removal sockets, driver sockets, pliers, spanners 
and other tooling

5001 Ebonised single door cupboard with shelf over

5002 Carved wooden sculpture of family group

5003 Wrought iron cylindrical shaped wine rack

5004 Resin figure of a lady

5005 French fruit drying rack

5006 Glazed oak display cabinet

5007 Pair of red marble candlesticks (af)

5008 Small table top stone globe

5009 Pair of slate candlesticks

5010 Glazed walnut 1950's display cabinet

5011 3 piece fire companion set plus pair of dogs

5012 Mahogany display cabinet with central wooden 
door

5013 Brass finished toilet mirror

5014 Victorian writing slope

5015 Slate mantle clock

5016 Pair of French spelter figures

5017 Edwardian chest of 2 over 2 drawers

5018 Ballet advertising poster

5019 Ballet advertising poster

5020 Ballet advertising poster

5021 Oil on board - coastal scene with rowing boats in 
harbour

5022 Pair of wrought iron 3 branch candlesticks 
£30-40

5023 Distressed French console table

5024 Metal quartz clock 
£20-30

5025 2 fold room divider in maroon and gold striped 
fabric

5026 Floral patterned hanging banner

5027 +VAT Grey fabric modular corner sofa in 6 
sections inc. a footstool

5028 A low Boss Design 'Milli' coffee table with a 
frosted glass surface, 150 x 75 cm

5029 Watercolour of Lower Slaughter, 
Gloucestershire

5030 Oil on canvas - Palatial country house

5031 Rectangular mirror 
£20-30

5032 5 oil paintings - thatched cottages, mill house, 
snowy mountain with lake and a Lake District 
farmhouse

5033 Oil on board The Madonna and child

5034 Oil on board - Coastal scene with boats in 
harbour

5036 Framed and glazed print - Ode to Travellers

5037 6 pictures inc. floral embroidery, prints and 
watercolours of rural scenes, snowy landscape 
plus river and woodland

5038 Overpainted print of a stag

5039 Print entitled Black Knight after Alfred Munnings

5040 5 Heaton Cooper Lake District prints

5041 3 prints of RAF aircraft and aircraft carriers
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5042 Framed and glazed Wills Goldflake Tobacco 
advertising print

5043 Print of lady in red dress

5044 Oil on canvas - The Street Market

5045 Quantity of prints inc. woodland creatures, 
snowy landscape, children on a gate, sailing 
ships at sea plus still life with flowers

5046 Framed and glazed watercolour of mountain 
scene signed Reg. Butler

5047 Framed and glazed picture of a deer at rest

5048 Oil painting of 3 African ladies

5049 Quantity of paintings and prints inc. poppies, 
study of a horse, still life with flowers, African 
antelope, lion and figure at sunset

5050 Large oil painting - Harbour scene with fishing 
boats

5051 Watercolour - country scene with lane and 
sheep plus oil on board - farm buildings

5052 Box containing large quantity of prints inc. owls, 
Arabian scenes, coastal villages, birds and 
boats at sea

5053 Embroidered map of the world with people

5054 Pair of watercolours of Irish cottages

5056 Framed fan

5057 Pair of Balinese prints with mythical figures

5058 Oil on canvas - Country scene of lady with 
lambs

5059 Quantity of menu boards

5060 5 painted cooking vessels

5061 Oak hanging shelf with coat hooks under

5062 Oil on canvas - Lake shore with rowing boats

5063 Quantity of paintings and prints inc. country 
cottages, rivers, coastal scenes, nude study and 
towscapes

5064 5 urban engravings

5065 Pair of floral patterned pottery table lamps

5066 Limited Edition Patsi Ann sculpture of a bulldog

5067 2 studio pottery vases plus a table lamp

5068 Reproduction yew twin pedestal desk 
£60-100

5069 Grey painted occasional table with shelf under 
and glass insert

5070 Table top book slide

5071 Pie-crust side table on ball and claw supports

5072 Cutlery canteen

5073 Oak perdonium

5074 Reproduction mahogany twin pedestal desk

5075 Adjustable Singer stool

5076 Painted pine table plus 4 chairs

5077 Painted pine table plus 4 chairs

5078 2 RAF aircraft plans plus and Concorde plans

5079 5 piece fire companion set inc. the stand

5080 Pair of floral decorated table lamps

5081 6 volumes of British artists

5082 2 bundles of leather

5083 Resin figure of horses

5084 Spelter figure of a Hindu Deity

5085 Walnut drawerleaf table

5086 Pair of grey fabric dining chairs

5087 Painted piano stool with drop in surface

5088 Vintage Bush radio

5089 Painted chest of 3 drawers

5090 Ebonised 3 tier corner whatnot stand

5091 White painted cupboard with slatted door plus 
metal pot cupboard

5092 Toilet mirror plus dropside mahogany trolley with 
2nd tier

5093 Oak cutlery canteen

5094 Narrow pine chest of 6 drawers

5096 Vintage radio

5097 Mrs Beaton's cookbook plus Good 
Housekepping compendium

5098 Metal and pine wine rack with drawer over

5099 1930's oak standard lamp

5100 4 Penny chairs (af)

5101 Adjustable brass floor lamp

5102 Metal wine rack plus an Egyptian print on 
papyrus

5103 Pair of cream painted table lamps with shades

5104 Elm and pine open bookcase

5105 Melamine drop side table with chairs nesting 
under plus a footstool with strung surface

5106 2 x Georgian dining chairs

5107 Paddington Bear (AF)
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5108 Thonet style cafe chair

5109 Kidney shaped sewing box

5110 Dark wood entertainment cabinet

5111 Cantilever sewing box plus a fabric box with 
buttons and thread

5112 Beech chest of five drawers

5113 Quantity of coastal and rural watercolours and 
prints

5114 Narrow pine chest of six drawers

5115 Glass dome on stand (AF)

5116 Pair of reproduction yew three drawer bedside 
cabinets

5117 1950's toilet mirror

5118 Cream painted French style chest of five 
drawers plus a dressing table

5119 CD rack

5120 Blue glass leaf shaped bowl

5121 Brass fish

5122 Anglepoise style desk lamp

5123 Metal ceiling light shade with hanging droplets

5124 Beech and glazed nest of three tables

5126 Victorian toilet mirror

5127 Reproduction mahogany twin pedestal desk

5128 Cased Singer sewing machine

5129 Hanging brass two branch candlestick

5130 Green leather effect swivel office chair

5131 2 x floral patterned throws

5132 Pair of lime washed dining chairs

5133 Barometer with rope twist case (AF), a pine 
Cadbury's chocolate box plus a Victorian trinket 
box

5134 Painted two drawer bedside cabinet

5135 Oak metamorphic fire screen table

5136 Teak two tier coffee table

5137 Vintage Remington typewriter

5138 4 x G Plan style dining chairs

5139 Floral patterned Chinese vase

5140 +VAT Pike & Main grey painted sideboard

5141 Edwardian drop-side table plus a square two tier 
lamp table

5142 Dark wood two drawer console table

5143 His Masters Voice wind-up gramophone

5144 +VAT Aluminium hanging rack

5145 Painted oak entertainment stand

5146 Single drawer painted oak entertainment stand

5147 Elephant shaped plant stand

5148 Pair of spelter Marley horses

5149 Stag sideboard plus two bedside cabinets and 
an entertainment unit

5150 Gold and blue glazed table lamp

5151 2 x wicker picnic baskets

5152 Glazed pine single door cupboard

5153 Pair of Perspex dining chairs

5154 4 x pine IKEA dining chairs

5155 +VAT Pair of lime washed dining chairs

5156 Dark oak coffee table with stretchers

5157 2 x table lamps plus 2 x metal floor lamps

5158 Pair of pine three drawer bedside cabinets

5159 Pair of painted pine single door bedside 
cabinets with drawer over

5160 Cased students microscope

5161 Wind up gramophone in oak case

5162 +VAT Inlaid Italian side table

5163 Oak two tier tea trolley

5164 2 x oak side tables

5166 Camel stool plus a carved tripod stool

5167 Spelter mantle clock with quartz movement

5168 Dome topped Edwardian mantle clock

5169 Victorian wind out dining table

5170 Teak table with four folding tables nesting under

5171 Pine nest of three tables

5172 3 x elm seated ladder back Lancashire chairs

5173 1930's Art Deco mantle clock

5174 Truncheon, two padlocks, a floral decorated 
bowl plus a mantle clock

5175 Oak tripod side table

5176 Book trough with a quantity of novels

5177 Glass ceiling light shade

5178 Large pine blanket box

5179 Green leather effect electric reclining armchair
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5180 9 x stacking Robin Day school chairs

5181 4 x upholstered dining chairs 
£200-300

5182 Faux marble coffee table (AF)

5183 Stack of assorted prints and British Empire 
maps

5184 Cream painted dining chair with bergere back 
plus an upholstered armchair

5185 Folio with Rizla advertising prints

5186 Brown leather effect 2 seater sofa

5187 Metal table lamp plus a ceiling light shade

5188 Warming pan, an oil lamp plus a copper ewer

5189 Architects railway diorama

5190 Extending dark wood dining table plus eight 
chairs to include two carvers

5191 Rocking chair with strung seat

5192 Pair of carved Edwardian dining chairs

5193 Stack of prints and paintings to include sea 
scape, golden eagles, pheasants and partridge 
plus a map of Germany

5194 Upholstered American rocking chair

5195 Vintage Royal typewriter

5196 Cut down walnut table

5197 Cased Vesta sewing machine

5198 4 x pink and floral painted dining chairs

5199 4ft divan bed base with mattress and headboard

5200 Maroon and gilt floral patterned wall tapestry

5201 Vintage Helvetia sewing machine

5202 Pair of taxidermist squirrels

5203 Beech drop side table plus 4 folding chairs

5204 2 rocket lamps plus 2 lamp shades

5205 Gold-painted French mantle clock

5206 Floral patterned G-plan 3 seater sofa plus a pair 
of matching armchairs

5207 2 elm seated dining chairs

5208 Pair of Vitra arm chairs

5209 Red melamine drop side table plus 4 chairs with 
drop in seats

5210 Pallet with books and magazines

5211 Satin walnut hanging cupboard with shelf over

5212 2 boxes containing oil lamp funnels, ceiling 
lights plus metal carriage lamps

5213 +VAT 5ft Dormeo memory foam mattress

5214 +VAT 4ft 6 Dormeo memory foam mattress

5215 +VAT 5ft Dormeo memory foam mattress

5216 +VAT 4ft 6 Dormeo memory foam mattress

5217 +VAT John Lewis 6ft super king mattress

5218 +VAT John Lewis 5ft mattress

5219 +VAT John Lewis 5ft mattress

5220 +VAT John Lewis 5ft mattress

5221 +VAT John Lewis 5ft mattress

5222 2 directors chairs (AF)

5223 Canvas suitcase containing a leather carry case 
inscribed 'The Staffordshire Regiment'

5224 Lime washed open bookcase with 2 drawers 
under

5225 Box containing 2 domed clocks and a tea caddy

5226 Box containing lace work and a ladies vanity box

5227 Adjustable upholstered piano stool

5228 +VAT Grey painted sideboard with 4 glazed 
doors

5229 Teak 4 drawer by 1 door sewing machine 
cabinet

5230 Faux marble and brass finished smokers 
companion

5231 2 branch adjustable floor lamp plus a turned 
wooden lamp with shade

5232 Pair of oak corner cupboards with glazed and 
leaded doors

5233 Oak display cabinet with glazed and leaded 
doors

5234 Pine open bookcase

5235 Pair of Japanese paintings with ebonised frames 
plus 2 oils on board and canvas - Town lane and 
farm buildings with woodland

5236 Pair of coastal water colours

5237 4 coastal prints with boats and seagulls plus a 
child's print of elephant family

5238 Limited edition print of a lady plus a coloured 
lithograph - Town square with column

5239 Quantity of modern wall hangings of meadow 
flowers, liquorice all sorts and Banksy style 
pictures

5240 Oak quart cupboard

5241 Glazed oak bookcase with canted sides
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5242 Edwardian 2 tier side table plus a television 
stand

5243 Painted open bookcase

5244 Oak bureau with drawers under and glazed 
cupboard to the side

5245 Glazed oak double door display cabinet

5246 Modern pine chest of 2 over 3 drawers

5247 +VAT Black ash and brass finished sofa table

5248 Painted 1950's child's wardrobe with drawers to 
the side

5249 Cast iron boot scraper and a lions head door 
knocker

5250 Reproduction extending dining table plus 6 
matching chairs

5251 G-Plan style side table plus a reproduction 
coffee table

5252 Cased Alfa sewing machine

5253 2 modern wooden gun and ammunition cases

5254 Oak nest of 3 tables

5255 Reproduction mahogany and glazed display 
cabinet with cupboards under

5256 Glazed pine bookcase with cupboard under

5257 Glazed reproduction yew cabinet with cupboard 
under

5258 Vintage Verdik gramophone

5259 1940's reclining armchair with grey fabric

5260 Late Victorian marble topped wash stand

5261 Floral upholstered foot stool

5262 Ebonised 4 tier what not stand

5263 Pair of Parker Knoll style armchairs

5264 Pine pot cupboard with shelf over

5265 *Withdrawn*

5266 Walnut music cabinet

5267 Pair of reproduction mahogany dining chairs

5268 Brown leather effect 2 seater sofa plus a 
matching armchair

5269 Oil on canvas of African dancers and abstract in 
blue and red plus a Steven Brown print on 
canvas - 2 cacodylic pigs

5270 Framed and glazed print signed Alan Ingham of 
countryside scene

5271 +VAT Boxed table (AF)

5272 +VAT Framed Michael Jackson poster

5273 Painting of glass of sunflower

5274 Framed and glazed coloured engraving of a 
Mexican trogon bird

5275 2 Victorian engravings of children at play entitled 
'The Bet' and 'Wolf and Lamb'

5276 Oval bevelled edge Edwardian mirror

5277 Quantity of coarse fishing tackle to include a 
canvas rod bag plus umbrella bundle of rods, 
tackle box etc

5278 Oil on board of fishing boat at sea

5279 Oval bevelled mirror in cream painted frame

5280 Quantity of paintings and prints to include 
coastal scenes with cottages, Persian street 
scape, portrait of lady and gentlemen etc

5281 Box containing a quantity of bird and military 
prints

5282 Quantity of prints to include thatched cottages, 
coastal scenes, woodland with lake, lady in red 
dress etc

5283 Dome topped mirror in gilt frame

5284 Limited edition print of Ely cathedral

5285 Oil on canvas of sailing ships at sea

5286 Modern wall hanging of cityscape with 
skyscrapers

5287 Print of the blue lady

5288 2 cream coloured and floral patterned carpets

5289 2 modern prints of lighthouse, building and 
mountains plus a mirror in floral frame

5290 Walnut dressing table plus a chest of 3 drawers 
(AF)

5291 Reproduction yew sideboard

5292 +VAT LED willow tree

5293 +VAT LED willow tree

5294 Pair of modern aluminium benches with green 
leather effect seats

5295 4 x oak framed chairs with black Rexine seats

5296 Bent cane conservatory suite comprising of 2 
seater sofa, pair of armchairs, magazine rack 
and coffee table

5297 Oak finished bedside cabinet

5298 2 walnut finished and teak open bookcases

5299 Reproduction yew full front drinks cabinet with 
cupboard under plus a bureau bookcase and 
sideboard

5300 Pine open bookcase with cupboard under
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5301 Pine open bookcase with double-door cupboard 
under

5303 White-painted double-door wardrobe

5304 White-painted chest of 2 over 4 drawers

5305 Pair of chromed swivel barstools

5306 Cream-painted pine double wardrobe

5307 Narrow oak open bookcase

5308 Stag-style open bookcase

5309 (3) Navy blue floral carpet runner

5310 (4) Floral carpet runner with ivory background

5311 (5) Multi-coloured floral carpet with central 
medallion

5312 (6) Maroon floral carpet

5313 (7) Louis de Potere mat with Mughal hunting 
scene

5314 3 white-painted open bookcases

5315 4'6" metal bedstead with mattress

5316 5' cream-painted metal bedstead (a/f)

5317 Quantity of sea and coarse fishing rods

5318 Wooden lime-washed pine super king bedstead 
(a/f)

5319 (2) Large cow's hide

5320 Large red Chinese carpet

5321 2 wicker baskets, carpet beaters, carpet cleaner, 
washing dolly and embroidered fire screen

5322 Rectangular bevelled mirror in green-painted 
frame

5323 Brass fire curb

5324 Architect's diorama of the Darent Valley

5325 6 elm-seated stick-back dining chairs to include 
2 carvers

5326 Walnut-veneered serpentine-fronted sideboard 
of 3 drawers by 2 doors

5327 Framed and glazed Sylvester Stannard print 
'stream with woodland' plus photograph of the 
Beds County Council 1905

5328 Metal deeds box plus 2 wooden storage trunks

5329 3 Edwardian plant stands

5330 White-painted child's desk with matching chair

5331 2 brass oil lamps plus a lamp with glass 
reservoir

5332 Decanter, pair of crystal tumblers plus 2 glass 
vases

5333 Oak chest of 3 drawers

5334 Small child's desk

5335 Moulded glass coffee table

5336 Pine storage box

5337 3 oils on canvas; country cottages and a stream 
with willow trees

5338 Leather-bound hanging 3-panelled mirror

5339 Composite wooden icon

5340 Metal figure of a lady

5341 Glazed oak Georgian corner cupboard

5342 (1) 4 crucifixes

5343 Oval Edwardian portrait of a young girl

5344 40MPH speed limit road sign

5345 Oil on board of a townscape with narrow lane

5346 Ltd. Ed. engraving of a townscape with street 
sweepers

5347 Ivorine panel entitled 'an old whaler'

5348 Cased Singer sewing machine

5349 Cased Singer sewing machine

5350 Copper coaching horn

5351 Beer pump

5352 Blue Chinese mat

5353 Print of a lady in a red dress plus a Disney 
Studios 'Air Racers' poster

5354 Quantity of prints and engravings to include 
ladies' fashion, rural scenes, tapestry with 
harvesters, figures on boat plus 'the dinner party'

5356 Pool cue plus a snooker cue

5357 4 cinnabar lacquered bowls plus a trinket box

5358 2 dome-topped mantle clocks plus a modern 
cuckoo clock

5359 5 bags containing vinyl records

5360 2 boxes containing metalware to include ewers, 
bowls and a coffee grinder

5361 Anniversary clock

5362 6 boxes containing Royal Doulton ladies and 
crystal glasses

5363 4 boxes containing silver-plated tableware

5364 Box containing Duchess and other floral-
patterned crockery

5365 2 cased sewing machines
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5366 Metal trunk with a quantity of flags, a shotgun 
bat and other sporting equipment

5367 Box containing loose cutlery

5368 Box containing 7" vinyl records

5369 Quantity of AirFix and other model kits

5370 3 boxes containing scales and weights, flying 
goggles, camera, figure of a military officer and 
lamps

5371 8 boxes containing vinyl records

5372 2 boxes containing 7" vinyl records

5373 Propello desk fan

5374 Quantity of aeroplane model kits

5375 2 briefcases with a quantity of Phillips map 
books

5376 Box containing a DVD player, glass bowl, blue-
glazed vase plus cameras and a wine glass

5377 Box containing lamps and flags

5378 Box containing HO guage model train set, track, 
transformer, 00 guage railway, wagons etc.

5379 Small bookshelf with small quantity of Beatrix 
Potter books

5380 2 bags containing board games

5381 Box containing sherry and wine glasses

5382 7 boxes containing novels, plus photographic 
and antique guides

5383 Box containing metal figures, export tea service 
plus trinket boxes

5384 2 electric sewing machines plus a box 
containing knitting needles and thread

5385 2 cased Singer sewing machines

5386 Box containing children's comics and annuals

5387 4 boxes containing CDs and DVDs

5388 Fisherman's box seat

5389 Box containing wooden chopping boards, 
scoops, ladles, grater and wire basket

5390 Quantity of firearm reference books

5391 Box containing quartz carriage clock and a 
quantity of Duchess floral-patterned crockery

5392 Stack of Rolling Stones vinyl records

5393 2 boxes containing railway reference books

5394 Box containing ornamental cats and ships in 
bottles

5395 Box containing a quantity of floral-patterned 
Bavarian crockery

5396 Quantity of military and other reference books

5397 Vintage parasol, barometer and a French soda 
siphon

5398 Quantity of key rings and lanyards, a penguin 
set, the works of Shakespeare plus 3 carved 
African figures

5399 4 boxes of vinyl records

5400 Box containing a tantalus plus a pewter ewer

5401 Box containing Giles annuals

5402 Box containing tankards and a tray

5403 5 boxes containing 7" vinyl records

5404 3 glazed display cases

5405 4 boxes containing David Shepard and other 
collectors plates

5406 2 stacks of jigsaw puzzles

5407 Set of Almark bowls

5408 2 boxes containing cameras and binoculars

5409 Box containing vinyl records

5410 Box containing wine and sherry glasses

5411 Stack of 5 jigsaw puzzles

5412 Fisherman's box seat

5413 2 boxes containing oriental and other ceramics

5414 6 boxes containing DVD's

5416 3 baking tins plus a box containing a quantity of 
Wedgewood Beaconsfield patterned crockery

5417 2 boxes containing wine glasses, decanter, 
ornamental owl and floral patterned crockery

5418 Box containing Top Gear and Star Trek DVD's

5419 Box containing a camera, coffee sets and a 
fondue set

5420 Box containing board games

5421 Box containing sherry glasses and Sunday 
dishes

5422 2 Singer sewing machines

5423 Box containing football programmes

5424 3 boxes containing 7" vinyl records

5425 Quantity of brass ware to include money boxes, 
fire dogs, desk lamp, fire companion set and 
stamp boxes

5426 2 cases Singer sewing machines

5427 5 boxes containing household crockery, 
coasters, barometer, ornamental figures and 
table lamps
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5428 Box containing vinyl records

5429 Box containing a powder horn, cup and treen

5430 2 boxes containing silver plates to include 
teapots, bowls, various dishes and ornaments

5431 Box containing vintage headphones and gloves

5432 2 boxes containing Poole pottery

5433 3 boxes containing oriental and other ceramics 
plus ornamental figures and candle sticks

5434 2 fly rods, landing net. leader and spools

5435 Vintage hoover plus a Texet traveling typewriter

5436 3 brass trays

5437 2 boxes containing Jasperware, Sunday dishes, 
floral patterned dressing table tidy and various 
china

5438 Quantity of games, LED lights, tins and a 
camera

5439 Box containing Disney video cassettes

5440 Box of a book and papers

5441 Box containing vinyl records

5442 2 boxes containing a quantity of Royal Albert 
Haworth patterned crockery

5443 Bundle of coarse fishing rods

5444 Bundle of coarse fishing rods

5445 +VAT (5) Mirror in metal frame with shelf under

5446 Quantity of coarse and sea fishing rods plus a 
fisherman box with multiplier reels and landing 
net

5447 German medical wall chart depicting parasitic 
worms

5448 Ornamental cavalry sword

5449 2 1950's bevelled mirrors

5450 Stack of 5 jigsaw puzzles

5451 Box containing fishing rod parts

5452 Glazed dinky car display cabinet

5453 +VAT 5ft John Lewis mattress

5454 Wire basket, carved wooden tray plus a quantity 
of copper and brass trays

5455 Box containing vinyl records

5456 Box containing wine glasses, vases and dishers

5457 Vase with white artificial flowers plus Royal 
Albert placemats and coasters

5458 Box containing board games, Lego and toys

5459 Box containing model engineering books, The 
Post magazines and a copy of The Domes Day 
book

5460 2 Tiffany style ceiling light shades

5461 Quantity of stainless steel cooking pots plus a 
wicker basket

5462 Box containing spent brass cartridges

5463 5 boxes containing vinyl records

5464 2 bags containing vinyl records

5465 Box containing baby sham glasses, studio 
pottery vase, bottles and a Bertie Bassett CD 
holder

5466 2x boxes cont. German reference books and 
novels

5467 Box cont. silver plated gallery tray, painted metal 
candlesticks, brass candlesticks, ale mugs and 
silver plate

5468 5x boxes cont. vinyl records

5469 3x boxes cont. CDs

5470 Enameled roasting pan, blue & white crockery 
and general china

5471 5x painted table lamps

5472 2x boxes cont. qty. of reference books

5473 Modern dolls house

5474 Architects diorama

5475 SMK 12.22 air rifle plus a cleaning kit and 2 tins 
with pellets

5476 Box cont. sundae dishes, pudding bowls, sauce 
bottles and general glass ware

5477 2x bags cont. 7" vinyl records and video 
cassettes

5478 2x boxes cont. Perspex display stands

5479 stack of 5x jigsaw puzzles

5480 3x boxes cont. egg cups, crested ware, jasper 
ware, silver plate and general household 
crockery & china

5481 2x boxes cont. planters

5482 Box cont. 7" vinyl records

5483 10x demijohns

5484 5x boxes cont. general glassware, shaving mug, 
crockery, china ornaments and household goods

5485 2x boxes cont. Coalport, Ainsley, Royal Albert 
and other china

5486 Box cont. vinyl records
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5487 5x boxes cont. vinyl records

5488 Jam preserve pan and a brass jug, and a copper 
and brass oil lamp

5489 Box cont. die cast cars, toys and farm vehicles

5490 Box cont. blue & white china, modern oriental 
ceramics, and a small trinket box

5491 Car horn

5492 German brass street lamp lighter

5493 Cage cont. pipes, silver plate, playing cards and 
paper weights

5494 Cage cont. silver plate, loose cutlery, cruet set, 
teapot and bon bon dishes

5495 Qty. sporting eqt. to include golf balls, tennis 
balls, rackets, golf clubs and bags

5496 Cage cont. Meccano magazines and pieces

5497 Cage containing ephemera to inc. Picture Post 
magazines, Daily Sketch and newspapers

5498 Cage cont. commemorative mugs and a 
Staffordshire jug

5499 Cage cont. an articulated bunny and 3x dog 
figures

5500 Box cont. a large qty. brass ammunition shells

5501 Cage containing assorted items to include 
1950's lamp shade, cart horse etc

5502 Cutlery canteen plus 2 cut glass vases

5503 Floral and cherub decorated china bowl

5504 Large quantity of fishing tackle inc. folding seats, 
bivvy, waders and rods

5505 3 boxes containing vinyl records

5506 Cage containing loose cutlery and boxed cutlery 
sets

5507 Box of souvenir spoons

5508 Cage containing costume jewellery, Poole 
pottery and jewellery boxes

5509 Quantity of walking sticks

5510 Rucksack and quantity of tennis rackets

5511 Cage containing Royal Albert china

5512 Cage containing lady figures, brass figure of 
Viking, picture frame, commemorative mug and 
crystal tumblers

5513 Cage containing 3 silks, small quantity of 
coinage, jewellery boxes and lead cart and 
horses

5514 Boxed ceiling light with shade

5515 Stack of 5 Gibson's jigsaw puzzles

5516 Box containing quantity of Disney and other 
keyrings

5517 Cage of wristwatches, silver plated sugar 
shaker, napkin ring plus pearls and costume 
jewellery

5518 Quantity of miniature cloisonné and Chine 
miniature vases

5519 2 x brass finished ceiling lights

5520 Cage containing silver plated goblet milk jug and 
various vases, figure of sailor and large ale mug

5521 Cage containing and Oast Lilliput Lane figure, 
Royal Doulton plate plus glassware and vases

5522 2 boxes containing kitchen storage vessel, 
maroon glazed crockery, table cloths, 
commemorative ware and general china

5523 Cage containing quantity of die cast toys

5524 Cage containing quantity of Royal Doulton 
Brambley Hedge figures

5525 Cage containing glass ashtrays, vases and 
lidded pots

5526 Cage containing die cast cars and vans

5527 Cased set of binoculars plus landline telephones

5528 2 boxes containing plumb bobs and line plus 
scissors, needle and thread

5529 Cage containing game bird patterned meat 
platters plus Egyptian bowl and boxed spoon set

5530 Cage containing ginger jars, candlesticks, 
various crockery and china

5531 Cage containing ginger jar, Japanese vases, 
glassware and china

5532 Cage containing coinage , shawl, bookmarks 
and jewellery

5533 Cage containing onyx bookends, marble 
paperweights, vases and ashtrays

5534 Cage containing vintage teddy bears, doll figure, 
brushes, rose patterned crockery and Doulton 
figure of a lady

5535 Cage containing silver plated dishes plus 
coaster, napkin rings and gold rimmed crockery

5536 3 boxes containing table lamps, tapestry frame, 
general household crockery, china and records

5537 Cage containing cigarette cases, cufflinks, loose 
cutlery and costume jewellery

5538 Cage containing wristwatches

5539 Cage containing gold painted papier mache 
bowls plus Oriental ceramics, Jasper ware and 
wooden trinket box
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5540 Cage containing silver plate inc. bacon dishes, 
tureens, bowls and a goblet

5541 Cage containing die cast cars and plastic bendy 
buses

5542 Cage containing semi precious and other stones 
for jewellery

5543 3 boxes containing large quantity of glassware, 
pottery vases, lidded dishes, Pictionary game 
plus cutlery set

5544 Cage containing a small quantity of white metal 
ware cutlery, to include sugar tongs, spoons etc 
£10-15

5545 Cage containing quantity of glass custard cups

5546 Cage containing deer patterned tray, ornamental 
figures, general crockery, china and photo 
frames

5547 Quantity of cricket bats, tennis rackets and 
cricket pads

5548 Cage containing quantity of teddy bears

5549 Cage containing loose cutlery

5550 Cage containing Action Man plus quantity of 
model kits and toys

5551 7 boxes containing quantity of video cassettes, 
CD's, reference books and novels

5552 Inlaid Italian serving tray plus pair of dragon 
patterned vases, modern claret jug, blue/red 
glass vase and carved figure of a dolphin

5553 Cage containing quantity of costume jewellery

5554 Cage containing quantity of Coalport and floral 
patterned Tuscan crockery plus a trivet with tile 
insert

5555 Cage containing quantity of lighters and hand 
warmers

5556 Cage containing decanter with quantity of 
glasses, Russian souvenir plate plus 
paperweights and general china

5557 Cage containing quantity of Royal Doulton and 
other ladies plus miniature Toby jugs

5558 Cage containing quantity of Bakelite doorstops

5559 Cage containing quantity of Lledo Days Gone By 
die cast buses and cars

5560 Cage containing assorted crockery and china 
inc. lidded tureen, teapot plus cups and saucers

5561 Part of a sculling oar

5562 Cage containing assorted wrist watches

5563 Cage containing cigarette tins, pewter ale mug, 
controllers and a spirit level

5564 Cage containing crocodile skin clutch bag and 
handbag plus silver plated part tea service and 
Lustreware, North African dagger and photo 
frame

5565 Cage containing large quantity of Maisto sports 
cars

5566 cage containing print of Bedford Bridge, glass 
fruit bowl, pottery bowl, model airplanes, 
wristwatch and costume jewellery

5567 Cage containing postal scales geometry set, ink 
pens plus desk tidy with calendar

5568 Cage containing quantity of Royal Albert 
Country Rose and Lady Hamilton crockery

5569 Cage containing lemonade jug with tumblers 
plus sherry glasses

5570 2 boxes containing picture frames

5571 +VAT Grey and brown speckled carpet

5572 +VAT Grey and beige floral patterned carpet

5573 +VAT Boxed entertainment unit, a/f

5574 3 scenic model bases

5575 Box containing copper and brass ware inc. 
coaching horn, candlesticks, cooking vessels 
and a measuring jug

5900 *Withdrawn*
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